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ABSTRÄCT

achistoscopic studies concerned with the information

processing approach to perception have generally used alpha-

numeric stimuli. The criterion of information processed is

usually some measure of 9s capacity to identify" Other

dimensions of stimulus information, in reference to iconic

storage, encoding, and short-,term memory have received little

attention. Three experiments were performed which examined

the processing of position in 2-dimensional space and ident-

íty information, involving; (a) the probe technigue, where

iconic decay was stud.íedt (b) masking procedure, vzhere rate

of encodingi was investigated; and (c) tachistoscopic short-

term memory, where memory span and the effect of exposure

d,uration was examined. In addition, each experiment was

d-esigned to determine whether posítion and. identity informa-

tion was processed ind.ependently, by means of performance

parity.

The probe experiment, demonstrated comparable rates

of decay , of positional and identity information" Hov/ever,

positional information gained more benefit from procedure of

partial report, than id-entity information" S's reports, ot

lal-



scores ¡ revealed- a loss of parity or interaction r¡¡hen both

position and identity information was stored in visual

storage. The interaction was attributed to an inverse

rel-ationship between structural complexity of the stimulus

and cfarity of iconic storage.

The main results of the backward masking experiment

are: (a) a loss of parityn when both position and identity

information had to be encoded; (b) the rate of encoding

of positional (identity) information was independent of

whether position (identíty) \^las processèd singly or ín

combination with id.entity (position); and (c) the rates

of encoding of the two types of information were signific-

antly different" The results \,vere interpreted by appeal

to the microgenetic point of vierv, and the possibility of

different enCoding mechanísms, for position and identity

information "

Finally, the short-term memory experiment demon-

strated an interaction between the storage of position and

identity information. Exposure duration ( 30 90 msec. ) ,

had no effect on storage capacity"

IV
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STATE}IENT OF THE Pi{OtsLE}4

Neisser (L967 ) clefines cognition as ". .. the process

by which the sensory input is Lransformed, reduced, elaborated,

stored, recovered and. used." Within this context. a number of

investigations have been concernecl with the transformation

ancl storage of sensory input presented. tachistoscopically.

One such line of research using alpha-numeric materials has

resulted in a suggested model involving (1) brief visual

storage in tire form of an image or icon which persists for

some brief period- of time after the stimulus iras been removeo.,

(2) an encoding or noting process which Lransfers the infor-

mation in visual storage to (3) a seconoary storage or short-

terir memory system (e.g., Averbach ç Coriell , L96L; Averbach

& Sperling, L96L; Eriksen & Spencer, 1969; Haber & Standing,

1968; Keele & Chase, L967; Mackworth, L962, L963i Massa, 1967i

Sperli-ng , 1960 | 1963 , L967 i Von Vlright., f 968) "

SperJ-ing (1960 , L963, L967 ) devised 'techniques by

whi-ch. he was able to ciemonstrate that rnore information is

available in visual storage than the subject is able to

report. He dernonstratedr âs welI, that the effective ciuration

of visual storage is generally one second or less. Since the

report of the subject is noL complete until several seconds

after the stimulus has been removed, it dictates the necessity

for assuming 'the exisLence of a secondary storage of longer
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duration" The transfer of information from visual storage to

secondary storage requires an encoding process.

Research, in this area, related to the above model,

has been conducted with alpha-numeric stjmulus materials where

the criterion measure of information processed is oefined as

items correctly id-entified. The stimulus materials, however,

also contains other forms of information, such as position of

items. It is the purpose of the present project to investigate

the information processing' cha-racteristics of position, as well

as iden'tity, within tire Sperling framework.

Although some investigations have been concerned with

the correct positioning of identifiecl items (e.9., Sperling,

1960; Liss, 1968), the stimulus materials have been of such

nature (e"9., regular arrays, such as 'l-v¿o rot¿s of four letters),

where processing of position information cannot be examined

indepenclently from, and in conjunction with, identity processing.

In order to secure data relevant to this problem, a basic re-

quireinent is to lr.ave a grid with f ewer items n than spaces.

lvith such stirnulus materials, the proper localization, as well

as the proper identification, of items can be investigated

singly or jointty.

Once ind.ependent scores are secured for the process-

ing of position ancl icientity, answers become available which

cannot be secured. otherwise. For instance, does the ícon

preserve one kind. of infor¡.nation -- position or identity

for longer period.s of time t.han the other? Are the rates of
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encoding different for the two kinds of information? Does

the processing of both kinds of information interact or proceed

in an inclependent fashion? If there is interaction between the

processing of posil-ional information and identity information,

what is the possible nature of the interaction? By using such

techniques as employed in the probe, masking and tachistoscopic

memory span studies, on tlle type of stimulus materials earlier

specified, the present experÍmental program is designed to pro-

vide evidence that rvill bear upon the above quesÈions.



INTRODUCTIOI.J

As has been indicated., such authors as Averbach &

coriell (1961); Eriksen & collins (L967) ¡ Keele. & chase 1L967) i

Iviackworth (L962, 1963) and Sperling (1960, L963t 1967) , to

narne only a some, have anply d.emonstrated that visual stimut-

ation is initialty stored in some sensory or visuar store.

Information from this relatively isomorphic representation of

the stimulus is then encoded. in sorne rnanner and then storecl

in some type of short-te.rm memory system" Although there is
a reratively high de.gree of agreerflent about the general con-

ceptual model as outlined. aboveo this is not the case when

ihe various sub-processes are considered in cletail. The

purpose of this section is to examine in some cietail, the

nature of visual storage, the encoding process and short-

term memory as has l¡een d.eveloped. in the literature. l'4ore-

over, a major concern wirl be how these processes or mechan-

isms may operate in the. perception of position in 2-dimensional

visual space.

Visual SLorage

The concept Lhat a visual representation of a

si:ímulus witl outlast the presence of tire stimulus has been

arounci for sometj:ne. For instance, Allen (L926) , in a review

of visual persistence, notes that t.he first recorded observa-

tion of visual persistencer goes back to the fifth century,

A.D" The first measuremenL of the duration of visual



persistence was attempt.ed in the lBth century. euoting

Allen (L926):

"l4easurement was mad.e by him f Seigner-l740]* to
d.etermine the time factor of persistence of vision"
He concluded that when a glovøing coal is given the
precise velocity sufficient to complete the luminous
circle, the duration of the sensaLion is then equal
to the numJ:er of revolutions of the coal. He found
this to be about one.-iralf of a second, but in order
to be on the safe side he decided to adopt the value
of L/IO of a second." (p" BB) "

As can be seen, the concept of visual persistence

is by no rneans ne!ú. Brief historical notes may be founcl in

Sperling (1960), and Neisser (L967) . Renewed interest in

this area, however, stems from Sperlingi's (f960) monograph"

The reason for this is that Sperling introd.uced a new exper-

imental- technique to demonstrate the exis'tence of visual

sLorage and to measure the rate at which visual storage

decays" The nature of this technique the probe or partial

report -- can best be illustrated by directly quoting Sperling

(r963) 
"

"Subjects were presented sti¡nuli consisting of
twelve letters and numbers in three rows of four
slanbols each. The exposure duration was 50 msec.
The stimulus exposure \'üas immediately followed by a
tonal signal" The subjects had. been told to report
only one rorv of letters, and the signal ind.icated
to the subject. the particular row to be reported"
Subjects \,vere able to report correctly 762 of the

*Brackeis and name inserted by this author.
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called for letters even though they d.id not know in
advance rvhich particular row woulcl be callecl f or.This result indicates thaL after termination of the
exposure, subjects still haci available 762 of theL2 symbols, that is, the 9.I symbols. However, whenthe tonal signal was de.layed for onry one second, the
accuracy of report dropped precipitously from 76 to362. Note that 36? of LZ slanbols is 4.4 symbols; thepreviously established memory span for thi; material
was also 4.3 s1'mbols." (pp"20-2f).

The above description of the probe technique d.emon-

strates trvo facts: (1) init.iatry much more information is
available to s immed.iately after stimulus presentation, .than

can be recall-ed, and (2) this rarger amount of information
is availabre only f or a short period. of 'tirne. T'he concept

of, what has been variously termed., visual persistence, vis-
ual- storage, visual image, visual menory, icon (Neisser,

L967) ' or sensory register (Atkinson & shiffrin, 1968),

appears to account most readiiy for these facts. This is
supported by the fact that under stimulus presentations favor-
íng visual persistence such as pre- and. post- dark exposure

fields, performance on the probe technique decays much slower

as a function of ti:ne than when pre- and post- exposure fields
are light.

I{eele & chase (L967 ) provide further evidence f.or

the visual nature of Lhe iconic storage system. They found

that errors in data obtained- from the probe technique

correlatecl significantly with structural similarity of the

letters. A similar finding was not obtained when errors \¡/ere
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correlated with an aud.itory confusion matrix. since conrad
(L964, L965, L967 ) has d.einonstrated that auclitory confusion
is an important source of errors in recall of letters from

short-term memory, it may be assumed that the probe acts upon

a visual storage systein and not a second.ary or short-term
mernory system.

From the above mentioned 1j¡Les of evidence, it can

thus be assumecl that a briefly presented visual stímul-us leads

to a reratively isomorphic vísual representation of that

stimulus, persisting for sometime after the cessation of the

stimulus" Thuso such a neural represenLation of the stimulus

supposedly contains such information as form, location, number,

and so on.

Generally, mosL authors (e"9., Haber & Starrding,

L96B; Neisser, L967; Sperling, 196 0 , 1963 , Lg67 ) , have assurnecl

that visuar storage lasts long enough so that information nay

be extracted and. stored elsewhere. Duration of iconic storage

is estirnated to be approximately I second under normal lighting

condi-tions. The recall and reporting of lett.ers requires an

appreciabry longer tjme than duration of visual storage. This,

then, points to the need of the short-t.erm memory process and

presumably an encocling process which transfers information from

iconic storage to short-term memory.
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Granted that information is stored in vísual- storacre

for subseguent extraction, such questions arise as to ivirether

the cecay rate of ídentity and locations are the same or
different. one might expect that the reratively complex form

required for the perception of id-entity might decay leaving
random elernents still- sufficiently clear to specify position"

one of the experiments in this project will examine the above

and other considerati-ons in further detail.

The Encoding, or Noting process

After a stimu1us is registered in some kind of
sensory storage, such as iconic storage or visual storage,
information must then somehow be transformed into a primary

memory r ot short-term memory storage system. This transforma-
tion is often referred to as encoding and the speed i,¡ith

which this process takes place Lhe rate of encoding. work

in this area has centered around. Lwo important questions,

which are: (1) I¡7hat is the rate of encod,irg, and (2)

rs the encoding process a serial or parallel process? (e.g,

-Qee Eriksen & spencer, (1969) for review) . Despite a large
amount of experimental work there are no clear cut ans\Mers

to these questions, to date. llowever, the present section
will concern itself with the rate of encoding and wirl attempt

to evaluate whether or not there is a means of measuring the
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rate of encod.ing either in absolute or relative terms. The

purpose of such an attempt, is to determine ivhether or not

it is possible. to investigate the raie of encoding of,
(1) the locations in 2-dimensional space, and (Z) the

identity of alpha-numeric material "

Sperling (1963, L967) , in an attempt to determine

the rate of encoding of retters and d.igits from visual storage

useci a backward masking proceclure, in an ef f ort to control the

duration of visual storage" The backward masking stj-mulus

consisted of randomly placeci letter fragments (visual noise) "

Sperling felt that Lhe backward masking stj-rnulus really had

no baclcward effect. When the bacl<ward masking stimulus is

established as a visual image shortly after the establishment

of the image of the f irs't or target sti:nulus n tire backward

masJcing sti¡rulus erases the target stimulus. The backward

masking stimulus in effect, cuts short the time neecled for

the encoding of information from visual storage, to a more

perrûanent memory store and hence, the interference with the

perception of identity ¡ oy, with recognition of the target

stimulus.

Sperling (1963, L967 ) provides compelling evidence

for his interpretation of backward masking by visual noise,

First, he found that the number of letters perceivecl was a

linear function of the stimulus exposure tj¡re prior to

masking, (stimulus onset asynchrony), up to a limit of memory
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span. sperling (1963, L967) found. that the rate of encoding

was approximately one. letter per I0 msec.

As i-inportant as the ar:ove finding, the number of
items reported was ind.ependent of the number of items presented.
Liss (1968) obtained a si¡rilar result under similar experi:nental
conditions. Averbach (I963) also obtained similar results in
determining the span of apprehension of dots , i.e", the number

of dotsr âs a function of stimurus onset asynchrony. The

above results strongly suggest that the encod.ing of information
from visual storag'e is sequential in nature and that a rnasking

procedure can be used to measure the rate of encoding.

Flo\^/ever, sperling's position on bacl<ward masl<ing by

visual noise has been critized by several investigat.ors,
(e"9", Eriksen & Hoffman, L963; Eril<sen & St.effy, 1964¡

Kahneman, L966; Kinsbourne & warrington, r962a, rg62b). These

authors feel that sperring's results can be as aclequately

explained by the fact that a backward masking stimulus
d.egrades the target stimurus. Thus, the basic finding, that
the nurnber of letters reportecl increases as a d.irecL function
of stimulus onset asynchrony would stem from the fact that
there exists a concolnmitant increase in clarity of visuar
storage and target stimulus. Rather than an 'erasure' point
of view of the effect of a backward. masking stimulus, these

authors hold to a temporal summat.ion poirrt of view (e"g" I

Eriksen & Hoffman, 1963) " or, in other words, the backward
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masking stimulus summates with the target s1-imulus so as to

roake perception of the target more difficult, (Eriksen, L966¡

Eriksen & Lappin, L964) .

It should be pointed out, that if such a summation

point of vieiv is correct, then backward masking can hardly be

used as a tool in ferreting out temporal factors in visual

information processing. Thus, S under bacl<ward masking

conditions reports less iriformation, not because he has less

Ljme to process whatever information there is in the icon, but

simply because the icon is d.egraded or contains less encodable

j-nformation" That such surnmation does occur when a bright

light is used as a backward masking stjmulus has been demon-

strated by Eriksen & Hoffman (1963), and Eriksen & Steffy,

(1964). IL is o.ifficult to see, however, how backward masking

by visual- noise simply degrades the icon" The many contours

in such a backward. masl<ing stimulus / once superimposed on the

icon of the target stimulus o would not only degrade the exist-

ing icon, but should make arry further encoding of shape

(letters) impossible

Aside from the above consideration, two recent

experiments have prod.uced eviclence conLrary to a degradation

or summation hypothesis, (Fiaber & Standing, 196B; Liss, 1968) "

Quoting from Haber a Standing (1968);

"Three Ss viewed. arrays of four letters which
were either Varied in duration or followed. by visual
noise.I On,hal-f'of the trials they rated the clarity
of letters; on the other half they attempted to
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recognize all of the letters. The results showed
that while both clarity and. recognition increases
in parallel as duraLion was increased., clarity
exceeded recognition accuracy when visual noise
followed the array. T'hus, Ss said the letters
were clear even though they-d.id not have enough
time to process them." (p.83) 

"

In an almost identical experjrnent by Liss (1968),

similar results were found.. In addition to this, Liss (1968)

also confirmed. Sperlingrs other find.ing, that the number of

letters correctly id.entified under backwarcl masking conoitions

is essentially independent of the numl:er of letters presented.

i4oveover, this inclependence was not the case r,vhere the letters

were simply degraded. -- e.g", short d.uration exposure"

Neisser (L967 ) maintains yet anotirer view of back-

ward masking. Asio.e from maintaining a clegrad.ation point of

view, he also states that the effect of the masl( may be delayed.

How this delay corûes about is not clear, but the postulate is

a necessary one, in as much as Neisser (1967 ) believes t.hat

the rate of information transfer from iconic storage to short-

term rnelnory is about one item per 100 rnsec. This estimate is

basecl on 'rates of counting' procedures (e.9., Landauer, 1962) .

It is dífficult to see, though, how for every additional 10

msec. delay in the onset of the mask, âr additional 100 msec"

of processing t'ime will result.

In summary, to this point, it may be stated that

whatever the precise. influence a backv¿ard. masking stimulus
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has on a target stimul-us, it does shorten the available
processing time for the target stimulus" Experiments on

clarity ra'tings by Liss (1963) , and. Haber & standiirg (1968) ,

demonstrate that some d.egradation of the target stimulus
occurs because of the backward masking stimulus, but these

studies also point out the fact that the ctarity increases
faster under bacl<ward masking conditions than und.er degrad-

atíon aloner âs a function of the number of letters correctly
reported" rn addition, Neisser's (L967 ) point of view that
the backward masking stimulus must be delayecl somervhat, also
<loes not argue againsL the fact that backward masking stj-rnulus

shortens duration of visual storage of the target stimulus.
Thus, sperling's measure of the rate of encocring, 1:erhaps not
accurate in absolute terms, ffiây serve as a relative index of
the rate of encoding" The relative rate of encoding can be

used in evaluating the order and interact.ion of such aspects

of stimulus information processing¡ âs position and identity,
of letters 

"

One other point should. be noted, especially when

more than one type of information is to be transferred frorn

visual storage under masking conditions. That is, at least
at relatively brief stimu]us onset asynchronies, masking may

well- interfere or be sensitive to the d.evelopment of the Jmage

(Lindsley, 196l; Lind.sley & Emmons, r95B; von Noorden & Burian,
1960). That iconic storage or an image must be constructed or
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cleveloped has been cliscussed. by such authors as Neisse:: (Lg67)

and especial-ty l:y the proponents of the microgenetic po.int of
view, (e"g-, Flavetl & Dragnus, rg57; Kaswan, l95B; Kasv¡an 6{

Young, 1963). This leads to the possibility that different
types of information, within a particular target stimulus,
have different functionar processing or encoding times"

one of the experiments in this project r,,¿ill address

itself to the above considerations (e.g., Does encoding of
position and identity information occur independentty?), and

the same and other considerations i'¡i11 be examined in greater
detail. However, it should be mentioned at this point, that
Liss (1968) briefly noted. , ,,o.. that for some Ss bacl<ward_

masking increases the normally negligible tendency for
letters to be correctly identified but placed in .the v,rrong

position." This result, is suggestive of a process v¡here

i-dentification occurs before positionirg, or perhaps, that.
the rel-ative rate of encoding of position ís slower than the
relative rate of encoding of letters or identity"
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Short-Term Memory

Several studies and reviews ¿ Ìrave indicated that
verbal material, suclr. as le-tters, ciigits and word"s, if presented

visually, are stored. auditorily (e"g., Conrad., L963, L964;

Conrad & FIull , L965t t,teisser, L967 ¡ Sper1ing, L963, 1967) .

For instance, Conrad (L964) found tirat the substitution errors

made in recalling visually prèsented letters were just. like
those made in iclentifying letters spoken in a noisy background"

This strongly suggests that letters encooecl from visual storage

are then stored in some auditory storage system" This is not

to imply that the letters themselves d.o not maintain some

structural trace or visual code.

Assuming that verbal material is generally stored

auclitorily, the question remains as to how local-ization of

letters or points in 2-dimensional- space are sLored in short-

term memory. If items form a regular array such as a row of

six letters, then very possibly, locale or position of letter
may be mediated" by a temporal factor, such as, order of entry

into short-term memory (if encod-ing is sequentiat). Even if
such is the case, this would not be likely, if points in space

were randomly organized. A verbal or aud.itory storage mechan-

ism j-s not likely to be of service in this situation. Miore

likely, a seconclary visual storage of some type or a "visual
code" (Posner , L967 ¡ Posner a Konick , L966) , is responsible

for the more permanent re{-ention of position. This is not to
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irnpty that the secondary visual storage system is phenomenarly

visual in nature. For this reason, it will t¡e referred to as

a visual code, after Posner (L967) , v¿tro makes this d-istinction.

If it. is assumed that position of items and ttreir

identity in the case of alpha-numeric material are storecl in

separate short,-term memory systems then the. ques'L.ion arises

as to how ihe information from these two visual systems is

int.egrated into a correct response. Sternberg (1969) has

suggested that aud.itory representdtion of a letter can generate

a visual representation or visual cod.e. posner, Boies,

Eichel,man & Tayl-or (L969) , provicle a test for this hypothesis.

Posner & Keele (L967) | Posner" Boies, et.al" (1969) have

demonstratecl that the "same" reac'tion tímes are faster when

two letters are physically identical (e"g., AA), than when

they have the sarne name (e.g., aA) " The authors at-b.ributed

this to the fact that in the physical match, ss can match on

tire basis of a visual code, whereas, in the icient.ity match,

an additional encoding procedure -- nami-ng -- must take p1ace.

The interesting result of the Posner, Boies, et.al (1969)

reporL, is that und.er appropriate instructions, if the first

letter of a pair was presenteci orally and Lhe second letter

visually, the reaction time was as efficient as a physica_l

match. This evidence strongly favors the hypothesis that

auditory information can generate a visual code, which is then

utilized in a matching process.
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Thus, if it is assumed that position and identitlr

are stored in different short-term memory systems, a matching

process between these tr¿o systems could possibl¡r account for

correctly identified letters in correct position responses

(P x I). Identity, it is assumed, lvill be encoded from visual

storage and stored in some aud'i tory short-term memory system.

The structure of the stimulus array t or rather visual storage,

witl- be encoded or tranformed into some short-term memory

visual code" The auditory representations of the letters are

capable of generati ng visual cod-es which are then matched into

the overal-l visuaf code or visual short-term memory.

Horn¡ever, since this model also assumes joint storage

of position and iclentity in the visual code, it is possible

that a matching process is not necessary" Thus, correc-u

P x I responses, may be directly retrieved from the visual

code or visual short-term memory. Should such be the case,

then an auditory transformatÍon of visually presented, verbal

material may not be a necessary condition"

In considering short-term memory, the nature of

rehearsal- must also Jce noted" I,nlhereas, the rehearsal process

lvith verbal materials in auditory mode of storage has been

well documented, this has not been the case rvith a visual

short-term memory system (atkinson & Shíffrin, 1968) " It

may well be, tha-t the remembering of both position and identity

of an item in 2-dimensional space, places a much greater demand
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on the rehearsal capacity of the S. If this rehearsal capacity

is verlcal in nature, remembering the place and identity of an

item requires the sort of interact.ion or transformation be-

tween visual and aud.it.ory short-term memory, discussed above.

Perhaps, âL this stage, it is too speculative to

talk of a visual and. auditory short-term memory as if they

were separate storage systems. Just as a "visual code,' is

not visual in nature, an "audiLory code" does not have to be

aural in nature. In fact, the vísual code and auditory code

may be the one and the same code which can assurrie expression

in a dominant d.inension, depending on the nature of the

stimulus material, task requirement in the case of recall,

individual, and so on.

Certairrly, a stimulus has or may have both visual-

and aural characteristics. Conrad (I964) and. others, have

demonstrated Lhe fact that a visually presented array of

letters d.isplays aural characteristics in short-term memory.

On the other hand, Posner, Boies, et"al. (L969) have demon-

stratecl that an aurally presented. stimulus can be transformed

into a visual code" Thus, it may well be that the most

parsimonious interpretation involves a notion of a short-'term

memory code which can assume different sensory-response

dimensions, as tire need may be (Tversky , L969) "

The effort of the present experimental program \,vill

not be d.irectly concerned with d.etermining whether or not
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position and- identity, when processed simurtaneously, are
stored in spearate short-term memory sr/stems" Ra_ther, tr:re

main concern. will be v¡hether or not positi_on and identitv,
are processed in a dependent or ind.epend-ent fashion, when

they are presented. to s singly or in combination" rlowever,
certain aspects of the d-ata v¡i1l possibly have ínterpretive
value in reference to the nature of short-Lerm memory stor-
age process¡ as discussed in this section.



A FURTHER STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The above sections in the Introduction have

delineated the general information processing modeI, v¡ithin

which framework the present investigations wirl be carried.

out" The characteristics of Lhe experiments which have d-ev-

eloped the mod.el and which have posed the general problem

to be investigated here, are that at least two types of info-

rmation position and identity of items are present in

the stimulus material. several questions suggest themserves

with respect to the processing of these two tlzpes of informa-

tion" For instance, Does the icon preserve one l<ind of

information for a longer period of time than the other kind

of information? Are the rates of encoding the same or cliffer-

ent for the two types of information? When both types of

information are processed together, does it occur in a clependent

or independent fashion and at what levels of information

processing -- iconic storage, encoding process or short-term

memory does the dependency or independency occur?

The last problem, in reference to dependence-

independence, deserves .some further comment. To avoid con-

fusion, the words independent and dependent refer to the

processing characteristics of whatever mechanism(s) is

involved in the med-iation of infor.mation from stimulus to

completion of response " The criLerion of independence ivill
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be performance parity. Thus, if identity and position per-

formance is unaffected when the t\^/o kinds of information

are processed, singly or in combination (paríty), then what-

ever mechanism(s) is responsible for the processing of such

information can be said to operate in an independent manner.

Conversely, if there is a loss of parit,y when both types of

information must be processed., then some form of interaction
can be said to exist. Vlhether or not the types of information

are processed jointly by one mechanism or separately by differ-
ent mechanisms., is another question. Either a:single or separ-

ate mechanism can operate in such a way where they lead to

independent or dependent conclusions, as stated above. Ho\^¡-

ever, ínferences can be made about joint or separate mech-

anisms, by studying the rate and amount of information pro-

cessed. Thus, for instance, if it ís found Èhat the rate of
encoding for identíly is different Èhan Èhe rate of encoding

for position, the conclusion that separate encoding mechanisms

are operating, is indicated.

As noted earl-ier, past experiments do not permit

obtaining separate scores or independent measures of identíty
and posilion processing. To make this possible an incom-

pletely fil-1ed grid must be used so that position performance

can be evaluated independently from and in conjunction v/ith

identity performance. Such a grid may consist, for example,

of a 6 x 4 matrix contaíníng eight randomly placed items.
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IÍ the gricl contains rand-om1y placed- letters ( P x I stimulus

material) oire set of instructíons may require S, after exposure¡

to report lcoth the position and. id.entii:y of letters (P x I task)

by placing letLers on a response sheet containing a blank

matrix. Amongst other measures, one can score positions

correcLly reported, irrespective of 'uheir l-etter content

(p score) and letters correctly identified irrespective of

their reporte<1 location (i score) " Another procedure r,vill

consist of presenting S with stimuli such- as grids containing

randomly positioned. O's or stimuli containing reg:ular arrays

of letters" In this case, S may be asked. simply to report

positiôns (P performance) or letters (r performance¡ . 
o 

A

performance parity check between p score and P performance

and between i score and I performance witl ind.icate independ-

ence in the case of parity or some form of interaction in the

case of loss of parity"

Should. the above comparisons ind.icate a loss of

parity and hence sonÌe form of interaction, the interaction

could be localized in processes at the ¡perceptual end' or

in processes a-L the 'response end' or indeed in any of the

*
The different measures as inclicated above need be named.

Since no suitable nomenclature is availablen abbreviations
witl be introduced in text as required" In view of the
unfortunate fact that this will lead t-o a profusion of
abbreviations, a pagie of the abbreviations and their
meanings will be íncorperated. at various points in the
text to make 1-he read.ers' task somewhat easier "



Eëimuluc Mat,erial-

P x I cards
.A matrix containing
randomly placed letters r
fewer than the number of
matrix cells"

FRESUENT ABBREVIATTOI'TS

Task

Pxltask
Reporting both the
identity and- the matríx
position of letters.

Score

P x ï score
The nunber of cor-
rectly identi f iecl
letters in their
appropriate pos-
ition.

p score
The number of cor-
rect positions
indicated irrespect-
ive of identity in
P x I task.

t_ score
The number of cor-
rect l-etters repor-
ted irrespective of
position in the
P x I tasl<"

P + f score
Any correct letter
position" (Includes
P x I score)"

PX task
Reporting only position
whenPxlcardsare
presented

XI task
Reporting only letters
whenPxlcardsare
þresented.

PX score
Number of positions
correctly reported"

XI score
Number of letters
correctly reported.

P cards
ê. matrix containing O's

P task
Reporting position.

P score
irlumlcer of positions
correctly reported.

I cards
Regular array of
l-etters "

I task
Reporting letters.

f score
Number of letters
correctly reported.
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intervening stages of information processing" For instance,

an interaction could result from- the fact that S must respond

on both climensions of stimulus information" In other words,

positioning and identifying letters may not be fully compat-

ilcle responses. In ord.er to aid the specif ication of the

nature and locus of interaction, in case of loss of parity,

a third. set of measurements will be considered. These meas-

ures v¡ill be derived from a proceclure where S is presented.

wi'L.h a grici containing randomly positioned, letters but is

required to respond- selectively to one stimulus d.imension,

either position or identity (PX, Xf, task) " To the extent

that S must process the irrelevant stimulus dimension

(Broadbentn 1958; 'Ireisnian, L964a, L964b), 'Lhe P x I task

and PX task (XI task) are perceptually t.he same but require

different responses from S. That is, in the case of the

P x I task, S must report on both diinensions of stimulus

informaLion, whereas, in the PX or XI task, S reports only

one d-imension. Again, to the extent that S processes the

irrelevant stimulus dimension in the PX task (XI 'uask),

this task is perceptually different from the P task (f task),

buL requires identical responses from S. That is, in 'the

case of the P task or I task the stimulus materials, unlil<e

the P x I stimulus materials o contain only one dimension

such as a gricl partiatly f illed i¡ith O's or a regular array

of letters and like the PX or XI task, S is required to

report on only one s1-imulus dimension.
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As has been mentioned, the above procedures will-

be appliecl under experinen-uâl cond.itions presumably sensitive

to visual persistence, rate of encoding and shrort-term iremory.

By means of careful interpre.tation of experi:nental results,

it is hoped that a more cletailed specification of the inform*

ation processing model¡ âs developed by Sperling (1963, 1967)

can be deduced.. The d.ata f rom v¡hich such various d-eductions

are macle are, of course, q's reports (scores) achíeved under

various cond.itions and. these obviously, may be affected at

âny, or all stages, of the assumecj- cogiritive processes.

There \t'i11, theref ore, be a need to look at the relations

betrveen sets of data derived. from d.ifferent experimental

cond.itions" For example, decay rates in visual storage may

be different for positional and identity information, but

because of possible differentiat encod.ing'raLes these decay

rates may not be reflected. in Ss scores. Thus, it is hoped

that by these convergent operations, the processing of pos-

ition and id.entity information can be specified to sonÌe extent.
(See Haber, L969 for discussion on convergent operations).

This , of course, means that the same Ss will be observed,

not only on the several measures within an experimental

tecirnique, but. also across the different experimental tech-

niques.



EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The general model that has been developed to

explain performance on the tachistoscopic tasl<s, using

alpira-numeric materials, involves the processing of informa-

t,ion in terms of visual storage which is then encoded and

transformed to a short--term memory slzstem or storage. As

has been indicated, the experiments whicir follow, employ

stimulus materials of such a na'ture, that independent measures

of positioning and identification, as well as a measure of

correctly identified items appropriately localized, can be

obtained "

Accepting the model (e.g., visual storage-encoding

-short-terms memory) as a general frameworlc within which to

evaluate various information processíng characteristics, a

logical experimental sequence suggests itself" The sequence

of experimental investigations like the Introductj-on v¿i11

follow the temporal order of informati-on processingi" Thus,

Experiment 1 will deal with the characteristics of visual

sLorage" The probe technique, will be used -uo estimate the

rates of decay for the different -types of information" Thus,

specifically, âfl attempt witl be made to ascertain rvhether

d.ifferent types of informaLion are stored dependently or indep-

endently in visual storage, and whether or not positional

information continues to be retrievable from iconic storag-e

after iclentity informati-on has clecayed.
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The seconci experi:nent, will be concerned with the

encoding process" The purpose here, is to d.etermine the

relative rates of encoding for tlre different types of iufor-

mation" Againr âh effort will be made to determine whether

or not encod.ing of thre two types of information occurs in a

clepend.ent fash-ion. Th.e resutts will , of course, be related

to the first experiment, as well as thr.e experiment to follow.

The third experíment, will deal with the capacity

of the short*term memory system" Data will be usecl as a

reference point against lvhich masking performance can be

evaluated" Specif ically, âû attempt will be made to d.eter-

mine whether or not storage of position and identity occurs

in an independent or dependent fashion.

The organization of the remainder of this section

then will consist of the three experiments as has been out-

linecl. Each experiment witl have an introduction relevant

to its specific purpose. Also, a brief discussion will

follow each experiment, but the major discussion will follov¡

this section"



BXPERIMIENT ONE

VISUAL STORAGE Ai\D DECAY FUNCTIONS

FOR POSITTON AND IDBhTTITY

By the use of the probe technieue, it has been

demonstrated that the visual image persists f.or sometime

af ter removal of the stimulus (e.g", Ivlackworth, 1962, L963;

Sperling, L960¡ Turvey, L967) " The v¡ork in this field has

been primarily concerned- with the task of idenLification"

Here, the concern is with position and id.entity.

Three areas of consideration comprise the focus

of the presenL experiinent. First, i't remains to l¡e demon-

strated that the probe technique will be functional when

dealing v¡ith stimulus material v¿here items are randomly

disLributed in 2-d.imensional space" It may well be that

the aodecl complexity of random locations will confound. or

obscure the partial reports sensit.ivity to a visual decay

factor "

It should be noted that a preliminary investigation failed
to demonstrate any ad.vantage of partial report over r.¡hole
report. Stimulus materials consisted of a set of 6 x 4

matrices, each containing eight randomly placed. letters
with tlre restriction that four letters were placed in the
left and right halves of the matrix. Ss had. to report the
contents letters " positigrrs, or both -- of hal-f the
matrix, using a visual cue at various probe delay times.
The experiment was repeated with simil-ar sets of stimufus
materials so constructed as to allow (a) report of top
and bottom halves of the matrix, and (b) left, right
or center two columns of the matrix. Failure to obtain
a partial report effect v¡as attributed. to the fact that
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On the assumption that the probe technique r^¡ill_

yield an indication of decay of posi'tional and identity
information, th-e second- area of concern centers around the

<legree of decay of posil-ional versus icl.entity information.

For instance, if a letter is used to specify locat.ion in

2-dirnensional space n it .is possíble that. the letter itself

may be. decayed (in visual storag.e) to an unidentifiable

shrape while still serving to indicate position. Thus, it

would be reasonabl-e to expect that the degree of visual

decay will be largier for identity than for positional

information.

The third topic of major interest in the preserrt

study stems around. tLre concept of perceptual d.epend.ence-

indel:endence. Depend,ence-independence wirl be determinect

by means of parity comparisons between the d.ifferent tasks.

Or, as has been stated earlier, a comparison will be made

between (a) tasks that are perceptually different but not

instructionally so (PX - P comparison and. XI I comparison)

and (b) tasks .uhat are instructionally d.ifferent, but not

perceptually different (p PX comparison and i XI comp-

Footnote - conLinued- from page 28

S, although capable of selecting information according to
various structural attributes (Clark, L969; Dick, 1969i
Turvey & Kravetz, L970; Von Wright, L96B) from iconic
storage, is not capable of manipulating the structure of
the conte.nt of visual storage (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968)"
ft is for this reason, stimulus materials \^.zere constructed
as described in text. (See ll-lustraLion 1) "
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arison) .

SUBJECTS: Six paid, volunteers all male -- served in this

and subsequent exper j-ments. Although al1 Ss were naive in

regards to the purpose of this and subsequent experitnents o

they must be viewecl as well practiced, sophisticated

observers. If practice sessions are included, each S served-

in well over thirty experimental sessions of approximately

one hour each. AII Ss had normal vision. Ss ranged from

20-24 years in age witir a mean of 22 years.

APPARATUS: A Scientific Prototype, Mode1 GB, three channel

tachistoscope, containing original (new) IampsT was used.

STIMULUS ÞÍATERIALS: Three different sets of stimulus cards

were constructed. Ali three sets usecl letters from Letraset

Printpak lrlo. 6 and. white index carcls " An example of each

type of stimulus material may be seen in Illustrations L, 2

and 3. The specification of each set of stimul-us cards is

as follows:

a) . P x I cards, or card.s containing randornly

positioned. letters " Stimulus card.s consisted of three 2 x 4

matrices placed in a row. Each 2 x 4 matrix contained three

randomly chosen letters from a set of 2I letters" trxcepting

the Y, vowels \^/ere not usecl. The foltowing restrictions

were placecl in constructing the distribution of letters in

ihe 2 x 4 matri-xr (1) each letter within a particular

2 x 4 matrix was used only once i Q) att 2L letters within
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a set of matrices occupied each of the eight matrix cells

once aird only once. The total number of matrices lLecessary

to satisfy requirement (f) ano (2) , is 56, and such a number

of matrices were generated.. Fif ty-six stimulus card.s \^rere

then constructed. by randomly choosing three such matrices for

each card with the restrictions; (a) no matrix was used. more

than once on a particular card., and (b) over the entire set

of stimulus cards 56 d.ifferent 2 x 4 matrices occupied a par-

ticular positionu i.e., left., right or micldte position. The

size of a cell matrix was approximately 0.7 4" x 0.7 4" and the

separation betr,veen the three matrices was about 0"45o" (See

Appendix A, for listing of probe stimulus materials).

b). P cards r'or cards containing position informa-

tion only" The stjmulus cards are identical to the p x I

carci.s, except that al1 letters were replaced by O's, again

yielCing 56 cards"

c) . I cards r oy carcls containinq letters and no

random positions" Letters from each card in p x I were

sj-mply arranged. in three columns of three again yield.ing

56 cards. Separation between columns was approximately 2.LL"

and rows 0.90". Thus, the letters were so spaced as to appox-

imate the separation between letters in the P x I stimulus

cards.

The probe consisted of two vertical back-lighted

slits 0.15o x 0.75o in dimension, falling above and belohz any
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particular matrix or column of letters. separation between

outer bound.ary of stimulus material and sl-it was f o, if
superi-mposed " Luminance of stimulus presentations was set

at approximately 20 ft. L"

PROGEDURE: Tire proced.ure consisted of f ive d.if ferent tasks

as a function of the three ciif f erent sets of stimulus card.s.

stjmulus cards under alt conditions were exposed, for 60 msec.*

Thr-e probe that directed s to report the left, right or midd.re

stj:nurus material came on at o, 1000 250, 450 and.700 msec.

after cessation of stimurus exposure" The probe itself had a

duration of 150 msec. The different tasks and procedures

involvecl are as follorvs :

P x r sti¡nulus card.s: The procedure consisted of three
distinct tasl<s for all ss. They are, (a) localizations of
positions n ignoring icentity of letters (px task) , (b) ident-
ification of letters ignoring position (xr task) , and (c) cor-
rectly id.entifying letters and their positions (p x I task).
Ss had. blank grids in front of ì:hen identical to the rnatrices

on the stimulus cards, Thus, if the probe indicated tire cen-

ter matrix, s was to report on the inf orrrration of the center

matrix. Tn the case of the PX task, the Ss were to mark

tlrose cells, using' numbers I through to 3 , v¿here they thought

A 50 msec. exposure v¡as planned originally, l<eeping more
in line with most studie.s. Hovtrever, half-rvay througtr
this experimenL, a l0 msec. error in the switch uras found.
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they had seen an item" fn case of the XI task, Ss \,rrere

instructed to write down tlre letters belor,v the appropriate

inatrixr oh their response sheets. And, in the case of the

P x I task, Ss were to report tirree letters in their correct
posiLions. In all, these three iasks and in subsequent

procedures, Ss were instructed to guess if they had to guess.

P Stimulus Cards: Ss¡ âs in the case of the PX task, \^/ere

to respond to presented stimulus cards by using the numbers

I through to 3, on an appropriate response matrix.

I Stímulus Cards: Ss were simply to report the letters in
the probe ind.icated. column "

The five tasks -- PX, XI, P x It P and I -- \,üere

administered within the probe delay conditions 0, 100,

250, 450 and 700 msec yielding 5 x 5 treatment combina-

tions " Fifty-six cards t oy the entire set of stimulus

material was exhausted for each treatment combination"

Furthermgre, each of the three 2 x 4 cell matrices or columns

of le.tters was reported. und-er each treatment combination,

thus yielding 3 x 56 = 168 trials, under each treatment

cornbination, f.or a total of 25 x 168 = 4200 trials, per S.

The 56 cards for each of the tirree sets of stimul-us

cards were randomly divided inLo seven groups of eight cards

each. These card. groups, were then administered in different

random order for each treatment combination, as well as for

each S " The order i-n which the probe direc'ted Ss to report
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was determined rand.only. Iío\,'/ever, the order of the probe,
as well as the order of the cards, were fixed for different
card groups (e.g", p x r card groups) " i\f ter all seven
groups had been exhausted for all the treatment combinations
for all ss, cards v/ere then again randomly divided into
severr groups, and were sjmilarily ad.ministered. to arl ss,
under all treatment combinations. This proceciure was repeated
a third time, thus yielcling 3 x 56 = 168 triars, und.er each
treatment combination, where each of the three matrices or
col-umns of letters was reported once, and. only once.

The procedure was conducted- in 2r different
sessions, yielding eight trial_s for each treatment combina_
l-ion, in each session. Three ss started. ivith an ascending
order of probe delays, beginning with the 0 msec. delay and
ending r'vitir the 700 msec. d.eray, whire the other ss began
with a descencling order. order was then altered. between
sessions. The order of the five tasks, within a delay con-
dition, \,vas d.etermined randomry for each delay condition,
within each session, between sessions ancr between ss, but
not, of course' across triars within a delay of probe con-
dition. The stimurus card groupings v,/ere artereci af ter
session seven and sess.ion fourteen.

Each experimental session rasted anyvrhere from
40 60 minutes, depending on the particular s. rn addition
to the experimentar sessions, each s received t'ro practice
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sessions before ciata collectÍon began. Ivloveover, each

session began withr- 15 20 warm-up trials, d.epending on

the time available, for that particular session" Generally,
s, reported to the experimental session at the same time
each day, for four days a week.

under all conditionso ss were asked. to fixate on

a small, centered, faint, back-righted,, fixation point, be-

f ore the s-uimulus was presen{-ed , on a read.y signal f rom s,
E pressed th-e switch for stimurus presentation. E wourd

cha-nge the stj-rLulus card ancr if necessary, position of the
probe, while s ivould be completing his response. under all
cond.il-ions, the response sheet was removed. after every trialo
to prevent unclue interaction between consecutive reports.

ss were required to corne in for one or two maJce-up

sessionso after the experiment was over. All trials, where

s had not'read'the probe correctry, i.e., responding to the
center matrix wiren the left hand. matrix shourd have been re-
ported' v¡ere repeated. Most errors in reading the probe in-
volved the two outside matrices. Thus, in ord.er to prevent

systemaLic experj:nental bias in the make-up session, a suit-
able number of dummy trial-s v¿ere included. per s, so as to
insure the probe would direct s to report each matrix L/3 of
the time.

Memory span data i.e., where S had to report the
entire stimulus array after a 60 msec. exposure v/as collectecl
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f-or each s for alr tasks, throughout the rast seven experi-
mental sessions. Thus, eight triars for five tasl<s were
performed by s during each of th. rast seven sessions , for
a total of 40 trials per session.

scoRrt\lc AND DATÀ AlIALysrs: rn the different procedures,
where eiiher position or letters had. to be ind.icatecl, scoring
simply consisted of; (a) number of positions correctly in-
<licated on the response grid., and. (b) number of letters
correctly identified. rn the p x r task, the fotlowing
scoring proced.ures \^/ere used.; (l) positions ctrrectly
reported-, irrespective of content (p score), (z) retters
correctry reported., irrespecLive of their noted. position
(i score), and (3) correct retters in their own correct
positions (p x I score) "

All measures, except for the p x f tasl<, v/ere

corrected for guessing. l4ean scores for left, right and

center stimulus mat.erials (mean of 56 trials) , were d.erived
for the six scores, ciefined. above , l,or each s " These means,

as v¡ell as the correction formula, are tisted in Appendix B.

Tn accordance with trad.itional proced.ure (e.g.,
sperling , L960) , mean performance was summed. across .the

three segments of the stimurus material. These crerived

scores, for the d.ifferent measures, are risted in Appen-

d.ix c- rn addition, these resurts are graphed. i-n Figure l.
A four factor analysis of variance, (repeated_
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measurernent design) , v/as performed on the p, pX, p, j_, XI ,

and I, d.ata. The four factors are, Ss x d.elay of probe
x task x type of information (position and id.entit.y) . Results
of this analysis are listed in Table 1. rn add.ition to this
analysis, the same type of analysis was performed on the same

data, buL incruding memory span scores as a sixth level of
the delay of probe variable. Results of t.his analysis can
be found in Appendix D"

The d.ata (p, pX, pr L, XI, and. I) , !\7as =rrnjected
to a T'ukey's HSD pair=v,rise task-mean proced.ure. since none

of the test.able taslc interactions (see Table l) provecl to be

significant, the three d.ifferent types of task rileans, were
pooled over, not only, d.elay of probe, but also over, types
of information" Results of this analysis are listed in
Table 2.

Finally, p x I performance __ the number of
correctly identifiec ancl l-ocalized retters \,\ias analyzed,
using a 2-facLor repeatec{-rneasurement design (ss x delay of
probe) . Results of this analysis are listed in Tabre 3.
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TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PROBE DATA

Source of Variance d.f Mean Square E

Subj ects (A) s

Delay of Probe (B) 4

28.93

6.77 7"11*

4.86 10"34*

56"75 l_0.14*

Task
Type of Infor-
mation

AB

AC

AD

BC

BD

CD

ABC

ABD

ACD

BCD

ABCD

(c) 2

(D) I

20

10

5

B

4

2

40

20

10

ô
Õ

40

0 " 9s

0"47

5.60

0.25

0.38

0.40

0.23

0.32

0.2r

0.2L

0 "24

1. 06

1.18

I"94

0. B7

p < "05
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TABLE 2

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TASK MEANS FOR PROBE DATA:
TUKEYIs HSD TEST

Tasks Means

1) i, p 5.58

2) PX, Xr 5.66

3) P, r 6.19

0"08 0"61*

0"53*

*nÇ"OS (d = 0.34ì q= 3.BB; df = 3,10; MS = 0.47; N= 60)

TABLE 3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON P x T DATA
COLLECTED UNDER PROBE CONDITTONS

Source of Variance df M S F

Subjects (A) 5 5.43

Delay of Probe** (B) 4 0 "7 2 4 "48*
AB 20 0"1-6

ne f. os

** Does not include memory span data
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DrscussroN: The present experÍ¡nent was d.esignecl to obtain
answers to at least three questions:

a) " Whether or not, the probe technique, or
perhaps better, the decay f actor v¿ould. be clemonstralcle with
present s'l-jmulus materials, and t.he d.ifferent tasj<s.

b). Whether or notr âs speculated, positional

information would be ress subject to decay Lhan identity
information.

c) " Vühether or not, under conditions emphasízLng

visual persistencer the processing of both types of j-nforma-

tion position and id.entity -- would occur in an independ-

ent or dependent fashion.

In reference to the first question, the data

clearly demonsLrates that performance decreases as a function

of delay of probe for all tasks and measures" This is re-
frected in significant d.elay of probe effect for both the
p, PX, P, L, XI , and It scores and p x I scores (F = 7 "LL¡
df = 4,20; p."05; F = 4.48r df = 4,20; p<.05; respect-

ively) . Moreover, at1 Ss, except one, clearly folloi,ved the

sarne pattern of results. Thus, despite changes in the stirn-
ulus material, the probe technique can be consid.ered usef ul_

in giving an indication of the d,ecay of information in visual

storage.

The second question of interest, whether or not
positional information continues to J:e retrievable from visual
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storage while not iclentity information, is clearly answered

in Figure 1" First of all, Figure I illustrates that per-

formance on position information is superior to that of

identity information (F : 10.14; df = L,2O; p<"05) " More-

over, the same Figure (f) indicates that performance on

positional information at 700 msec" probe delay is lve1l

above memory span, while this is not so, in the case of

identity information. This result supports the hypothesis

that positional information is stitl stored. to som.e extent

in iconic storage, while id,ent.ity information has suÍfered

complete d-ecay. This conclusion is also supported by a

significant Delay of probe x Type of information interaction

(f = L4.90; df = 5, 25¡ p."05), if memory span data is

included as a sixth level of probe delay variable (See

Appenoix D) "

The third and major topic of interest is the

question of perceptual inclependence or dependence. First

of all, Figure Lt as well as the analysis of variance

(Table l) , d-ernonstrates that performance parity betr^reen

tasks is violatecl (F = 10.34; df = 2,L0; p<.05)" A look

at Figure I reveals that the loss of parity is across tasks

tha-u are instructionally the same, but perceptualty d.iffer-

ent. (PX, XI--P, I) . At the same tj-:neo there appears to

be little or no l-oss of parity between tasks that are

perceptually the same (or nearly so), but instructionally
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different. (g, i--pxn xr) " These last statements are

supporteci by Tukey' s FISD test on pair-rvise means oÍ the

clifferent tasks listed in Table z, which demonstrates that
the mean of PX, xr tasks is significantly differenL (p<.05)

f rom the mean of t.he p , r tasks, but not Írom the mean of
the p, i tasks. These result.s then indicate trrat there is
rittre or no interaction in the p x r task, d.ue to t.he task

requirement of responding on two variables, but there is a

lack of perceptual inoepenclence. The locus of this percep-

tual d.epend.ence between position and. id.entity information
may be in visual storage, the encod.ing process t or perhaps,

shori-term memory span" Further interpretations best await
results of further experiments.

One further result deserves comment. Figure I
displays that the rate of information ross from vísual
storage is approximately the same for Lhe various tasks.
This is supported by the results of the analysis of var-
iance in Table L, where both the Delay of the probe x Tasks

and. Ðelay of probe x Type of information, fail to be sig-
nificant (F = 1.06; df = B, 40¡ p>.05; F = l.t8; df = 4,20¡
p>.05; respectively) . Thusu the rate of d.ecay in iconic
storage proves to be independent of whether positional, or
identity t or both types of information, is stored-" Again,

discussion of th-e i:nplications of this last result wilr be

considere.d in the General Discussion.
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Sbåmuluø Maberåel

P N f carde
A matrix containing
randomly placed letters r
fewer than the number of
matrix cells.

Task

P x I t,aek

Reporting both t.he
identity and the matrix
position of letters "

Seore

P x I SCOr@

The nunber of cgr-
rectly identifiei9,
Iet,ters in their
appropriate pos-
itíon.

p score
The number of cor-
rect positions
indicated irrespect-
ive of identity in
P N I task"

I SCOre

The number of cor-
.rect letters repor-
ted irrespective of
position in the
P x I task"

P + I score
Any correct letter
pÞså€íon" (Includes
P x I score).

PX task
Reporting only position
whenPxlcardsare
presented

PX score
Number of positions
correctly reported"

XI task
Reporting only letters
whenPxlcardsare
presented.

., Xf score
Number of letters
correct.ly reported.

P cards
A matrix containing O's

P task
Reporting position.

P score
Nrrrber of positions
correctly reported.

I cards
Regular array
letters "

I task
Reporting letters"

I score
Nunber of lettersof
correctly reported.



EXPERI}{E}JT TWO

Ei\]CODTNG OF POS]TION AND TDENTITY

This experiment wirt attempt to determine the
effect of backward masking on proce.ssing of position and.

identity information. one purpose central to this experi-
ment, will be the determination of wheth_er or not position
and identity are processed in an ind.epend.ent or d.ependent

fashion- Againr âs in the previous experiment, d.epenclence

and independence will be evaluated by means of selectively
manipulating, (a) the instructional tasl< but not the ¡rer*
ceptual task, and (b) perceptual task but not instructional
task" Parity of performance, or the lack of itn witl allow
appropriate interpretation.

rn addition to a comparison of absorute performance
(parity), performance on the various tasks wilr arso be

examined. as a function of delay of mask" This, then, will
afford evidence with respect to rate of encoding of the
rlifferent types of information, as werl as the different
tasks- Thus, for instance, if positionar information is
encoded at a different raLe than identity information,
d.ifferent encoding mechanisrn are possibly inclicated..

Liss (1968) has arread.y indicated that iclentity
processing may occur before position processing-, since in
a masking study, he discove.red an i-ncrease in the number
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of reversars. FIov¡ever, this suggestion shoul_d be considered
cautiously, since positionr âs suchr was not treatecl as an

indepe.ndent variabre. ss actuarly knev¡ alr positions (e"g.,
four letters in a row). Arthough correct letters had to be

correctly positioned, the nature of the processing may be

quite diffe.rent. For instance, temporar ord.er of letters
in short-term mernory, or temporal order of rehearsal may

serve as relevant position cues. This is not likely to be

the case when position of randomly placed items must be

processed 
"

APPARå,TUS AI\TD STIT"IULUS I¡IATERIALS; ThE SAME APPATATUS AS

in the previous experiment was util-izecl. As in E><periment L ,

three different sets of stimulus cards were constructecl.
Again, all three sets used letters from Letraset printpak

No. 6 , and v¡hite index card,s. An example of each type of
stimulus material may be seen in rllustrations 4, 5 and 6.

The specification of each set of stimulus carcls i-s as

follows:

a)" p x f cardst or cards containing randomly

positione.d le.tters. stimulus card.s consistec{ of a 6 x 4

matrix containing eight randomly positioned d.ifferent
letters from a subset of 24 letters o and. u were not
useo " The forlowing restrictions \dere placed. in construct-
i.g the rand.om array of retters; (r) each letter, within
a particular cardr h/as used once, (2) al-l 24 leLters,
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witliin a set of stimulus carcis occupied each of the 24 maLrix
cells' once, (3) no more than three letters lrere all-orved to
occupy any particular ro\,v or column , (4) cornmon abbreviations
and ruord.s, such as , iV-A, BA, AN, etc., vtere avoidecl . The

total number of cards necessary to satisfy the aforeinentiorrecl

first requirements is 72, and sucir a number vJere constructed."

Tlre matrix cells v/ere 0.98o x 0.74o in size.

b) . P carcls, r/vere sti:nu1us cards which were

id.enticar to those d.escribed- al¡ove, except that all letters
were replaced by Ors, again yielding 72 card.s.

c) " r cards/ were constructecl by taking the letters
frorn each stimulus card in the p x r cards, above, and. simply
arranging them in two rows of four retters. separation be-

tv¡een the columns anci rows was l"48o and l.58o, respectively.
Thus, the letters were spaced as to approxirnaie the separa-

tion between letters in the p x I card.s.

The mask was constructed by randomly placing and.

overlapping Letrasel- printpak lJo. 6 letters on a white incjex

card.r so that approximately fifty percent of the surface was

covered" An actual reproduction of the mask may be seen in
Illustration 7.

PROCEDURE: As in Experiment l, the procedure consistecl of
fi-ve d.ifferent tasks (p x T-t pX, p, XI, ano I, tasks) as a

function of th-e three different sets of st.imulus cards.

stjmul-us cards were exposecl for 30, 60, 90 and- 120 rnsec.,
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yielcling 4 x 5 - 20 trea-ument combinations. Atl 72 cards

\¡/ere presented to s for any particular treatment combinaiion

resulting in 2A x 72 : L440 experimental trials per S. The

mask, which immediat.eiy fotlowed off-set of the stimul_us

exposure was on for 250 msec" Luminance se.tting was approx-

imately 20 ft. L" for both the stimulus and the mask.

fnstrucLions for the different Lasks were similar

to those in the probe experfunent. Thus, in the case of the

P x I task, S had to correctly localize and identify eight

l-etLers on a matrix before him, guessing if he had to guess.

Similarly, in the PX task (P x I cards were presented.), ancl

P task (p card.s were presented) , S had- to local_ize items in

a iratrix, using numbers one througir eight" Finally, in the

case of the XI tasi< (P x I cards \^rere presented) , and I t.ask

(f cards \,vere presented,) , S had to identify eight letters,

by simply writing them in a ro!v" Again, in tl're pX, p, XI,

and. I tasks, S vras instructed to guess if he had to guess.

Each set of 72 cards \^/ere randomly divided into

nine groups of eight. cards each" Tlr.ese were then administered

in different random orders, for the various treatment com*

binations, as well as Ss. Eight trials per treatment

combination were administered to each å p"r sessiono or

each S received 20 x B : 160 trials per session. The dÍf-

ferent tasks were administ.ered. within stimulus exposure

d.uration in a d.ifferent random ord.er for each such exposure
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duration as well as ss. one half of the ss began session

one with. an ascend.ing series of s-uimurus exposure d.urai:ion,

beginning with 30 msec. and. end.ing with r20 msec. exposure,

whil-e this was reversed. f or the remaining ss, ancl alterecl
over the sessions. ss served in nine experímental sessions

and one practice session, where they v/ere familiarLzeð, with
the different proceclures. Furthermore, eacir session began

with a few (10-15) warmup trials. Depencling on S, each

session lasted approxi:nately 45 60 minute.s.

Under ali conditions, Ss were asked. to fixate on

a small, centerecl, faint, backlightecl fixation point, before
every stímulus presentation. on a ready signal frorn s, g

would present stjmulus. g would change the stimulus card,
whire s would be completing his response. under arl condit-
ions, the response sheet was removed. after every trial to
prevent und.ue interaction between consecutive reports.
scoRrNG AND DATA ANALYSTS: As in Experiment 1, the five
differe.nt tasks \,üere scored. to yierd, seven d.ifferent per-
formance measures, namely, p, pX, pt L, XI , T, and p x T,

scores" Again, the various position measures simply reflect
the number of matrix celrs correctly reported and the various
letter iclentification scores reflect tire number of retters
correctly identif ied_ " Exce.pt f or the p x I scores, all
measures v¡ere corrected for guessing" performance scores

for each s (mean of 72 trials) over the d.ifferent e)<posure
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durations and tasks are l-isted in Appendix E" The perfor-
mance on the different tasl.,s are graphed as a function of
delay of mask, in Figure 2.

A 4-factor analysis of variance was performed on

the p, PX, Pt i, Xf, and lt scores" The results of this
analysis are listed in Tabte 4. As in the case of Experi-
ment r, none of the testable task-interactions proved to
be significant (See Table 4) " Therefore, Tukey's HSD test
was performed on pair-wise tasl< means, where a task-mean

consisted of an average of the data pooled over ss, delay
of maslc, and type of inf ormation. Results of this
analysis are listed in Table 5.

Finally, p x I performance the number of
correctly identified, as well as local-ized. letters was

analyzed, using a 2-facLor repeated-measurement design
(Ss x Delay of mask). Results of this analysis are Ij_sted

in Table 6.
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TABLE 4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MA,SKING DATA

Source of Variance df Mean Square F

Sub j ects (A) - 5 L6 .7 B

Delay of Mask (B) 3 55.94 87. 87*

Task (c) 2 4 .69 20 .Lgx

Type of Infor- (D) I 0.19 0.2L
mation

AB

AC

AD
'

BC

ien
i

tcD

1 ABC

i ABD
I

,ACD

BCD

ABCD

15

10

5

6

3

2

30

l_5

10

6

30

0 .64

0 .23

0 .92

0.13

0.86

0.13

0.16

0.24

0.18

0. 15

0.09

0 .82

3.51*

0.72

I.6B

l; *p (.0s
I

j
I

I

l-r
I

¡

I
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TABLE 5

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TASK MEANS FOR
MASKING DATA: TUKEYIS HSD TEST

Tasks Means

r) p, I 2"04

2) PX, Xr 2.40

3) P, I 2"68

0.36* 0.64x

0.28*

*e("os (d = 0"27,ì q = 3.BB; df = 3,10: MS = 0.23i N: 48)

TABLE 6

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF P x I MASKTNG DATA

Source of Variance df MS F

Sub j ects (A)

Delay of Mask (B)

AB

5 0.56

3 2.53 38.86*

ls 0.07

p €.0s
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Dfscussroiri: The present stud.y was designed to yield infor-
mation wi-th respect to the question of independence and the
que.stion of raLe of encoding. T¡üit.h respect to the question
of ind.ependence, Figure 2, and. the analysis of variance in
Table 4 demonstrate that performance parity between tasks is
violated (F : 2O.Lg; df = 2, l0; p<.05). A look at Fi-gure 2

reveal-s tirat the loss of parity is both across the tasks that
are instructionally the same, but perceptually different
(between PX--P, and between xr--r), and. across t.asks that are
perceptually the same (or nearly so) ¡ but irrstructionally
different (between p--pX, and between i--XI). These last
statements are supportecl by Tukeyrs HsD test on pair-wise
means of the differen-t tasks at the .05 lever, results
listed ín Table 5" These results, th.eno indicate that the
loss of parity, in the case of p x r'task, is caused. l:oth
by interaction due to the task requi-rement of responding on

two variabres, and a perceptuar interference. The locus of
perceptual interaction, as revealed by the masking results,
may originate in visual storage, short-term memory ¡ or the
encod.ing process itself .

With respect to rate of encoding, there are two

problems to consider, First, there is the rate of encoding

of the two different types of information, positíonal ancl

identity information. Figure 2, as well as the analysis of
variance in Tabl-e 4, d.emonstrate tlrat the rate of encoding-,
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for positional and. identity information, are not the same

hence the significant Deray of mask x Type of information
interaction (F : 3"51; df : 3, 15; p<.05) . This wou1d

suggest that' positional and identity information are encoded

separaLely, at least to some degre.e" The rrature of tjre
interaction is represented graphically in Figure 3, where

the different position tasks have been collapsed into orie

mean for each delay of masl<.' The same was done for identity
performance. Note, that between 30 and. 60 insec., the rate
of encoding for identity is faster tha_n for position (r item
per L6.4 and 27.5 msec., respectively).

The second. area of consid.eration, w.ith respect to
the rate of encoding, is between tasl< comparison. rt has

already been estabtished that there is a loss of parity
betrveen the three tasks f or both position ancl id.entity var- 

_

iables. This loss of parity, holnzever, is in reference to
the absolute revel of performance, but. not in reference to
tlre rate of encocling (slope of the line.s in Figure z). rn
fact, the Tasl< x Delay of masr< interaction is not significant
(F : 0.82i df = 6, 30; p>"05), thus inclicating that the rate
of encoding, then, is independent of ivhether s must encocle

one stimulus d.imension by itserf t or in conjunction with
another stimulus d.imension. This last conclusion, in con-
junction with- a rack of pe.rceptuar independence (loss of
parity) o shifts the locus of interaction to visual storage.
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Implications of these findings wil_1 be further discussed
in the General Discussion,



EXPERIMENT TIiP€E

SHORT-TERM ME¡4ORY

The main purpose of the present experiment is
twofold" First, the effect of exposure d.uration will be

varied (30 90 msec"). That is, it has been demonstrated
(sperling, 1963) that e.ncoding of identity takes place at
such a rate that it fílls up short-term memory before the
icon decays. Flowever, with the present set of stimulus
materials, it may be that duration of visual storage or
rate of encoding, ât least in the case of the p x r task,
is the rirniting factor, rather than capacity of short-term
rûemory. rt is for this reason that exposure d.uration will
be varied.

Secondly, the experiment is so d.esigned. as to
determine whether or not storage of both. position and

identity occurs in an independ.ent fashion. Againr per-
f ormance parity ¡ or l-ack of it, betv¡een the d.if f erent
tasks will serve as the criterion of ind.epencence.

APPARATUS AND STTMULUS MATERTAL: The same apparatus, as in
the previous experirnent, was used. The stimulus cards of
Experiment 2, were used.

PROCEDURE: Five different tasks (p x Tt pX, XI, p, and. I,
tasks) were administered as a function of the three different
sets (P x r, Pt and r, sets) of card.s within three d.ifferent
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timings 30, 60, and.90 msec. _* yield.ing 5 x 3 _ 15

different treatment combinations. Each set of i2 cards
was rand-omly divided into eiglit subgroups of nine cards
each" These subgroups \^reïe then administered in different
random orders for the various tasks¡ âs werr as ss.

Idithin a session, ss received nine triars per
treatment combination for a totar_ of 135 trials. The order
of tasks within an exposure duration was deterrnined randomly
and in different rancloin order for changes in exposure dur-
ations, as werl as for clifferent ss. ss were askecl to fixat.e
on a backl-ighted f ixation point prececling every triar-. on
a ready signal from s, E presented stimulus. Luminance lvas

set at approxi-nately 20 ft. L. The stimulus card was c¡anged
as s was completing Lris response. The response sheet was

reinoved after every trial- to prevent undue interaction be-
tween consecutive reports.
RESULTS AND DrscussroN: The responses vrere scored as in
the other experiments, yierding seven performance measures
(P x rt Po i, PX, xr, p, and rt scores). Except for the
P x f score, alr scores \^/ere corrected for guessing. scores
for each s (mean 72 triars, corrected for guessing) are
listed in Appendix G

A 4-factor analysis of variance v/as performecl on

P, PX' P, i, xr, and r, data (Ss x Exposure x Task x Type
information) - The resurts of this analysis are listed in

the

of
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Table 7. Furthermore, a Tukey's HSD test was performed on
task means on the same data risted in Table B" Finally,
a 2-factor (ss x Exposure Duration) anarysis of variance,
\¡/as performed on the p x r data, and. the resurts are listed
i-n Table 9 "

Exposure duration did not prove to be a significa't
variable" This is so for the f_factor analysis of variance
(F = 2"I7; df = 2, l0; p>.05), and the p x r performance
(F = 3.16; df = 2, f0; p>.05). This then, supports the view
that the capacíty of memory span, rather than an encoding
factor, is the constraint on amount of information processed
under tachistoscopic memory span conditions 

"

The parity criterion for independence is crearry
viol-ated (F = 29"09; df = 2,10; p<.05). This indicates
some form of interaction, or rack of independence, beLween
positional and identity information processing" Again,
since none of the testable task interactions proved to be
significant' a post hoc analysis (Tukey's HSD) was performed
on task means n where the task means are means of data corlap_
sed over ss, duration of exposure, and. type of informati_on"
The difference betrveen task means, where the perceptual
task is presumabry the same but i-nstructional tasks are
not, proved to be significant at the .05 level (between
p - i, and px - xr) " There is no difference in performance
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between the tasks that are instructionally the same but
perceptually d,if f erent ( betv¡een pX - XI, ancl p I ) .
(See Table B) "
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TABLE 7

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ME}{ORY SPAN DATA

Source of Variance df Mean Square F

Subj ects (A) s

Exposure Duration (B) 2

L2"46

0 .49 2 .r7

3.65 29 "09

0.62 0 " 19

0 "23

0 .13

3.22

0 "2L 2 "68

0. 07 0. 81

0.19 I.24

0.08

0.08

0.15

0.03 0. 84

0.04

Task

Type of Infor-
mation

AB

AC

AD

BC

BD

CD

ABC

A]3D

ACD

BCD

ABCD

(c) 2

(D) I
IO

10

5

4

2

2

20

10

10

A

20

p<"05
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TABLE B

TUKEYIS HSD TEST FOR PAIR-WISE TASK MEANS
ON MEMORY SPAN DATA

Tasks Means I2

1) P, i 3"64

2) PX, Xr 4 "20

3) P, r 4"I9

0.56* 0"65*

0.01

onff.OS (d = 0.23; q = 3.BB; df = 3,10; MS = 0.13; N: 36)

TABLE 9

ANALYSIS OF VARTANCE oN P x I
MEMORY SPAN DATA

Source of Variance df MS F

Subjects (A) 5 1.09

Exposure Duration (B) 2 0.10 3 . 16

AB 10 0.03

*nÇ. o s
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A NOTE ON A''T ADDITIONAL PERFOR,VIANCE I\'EASURE

fn the task where s had to correctly l0ca1ize and
io'entify (P x r task), one other performance measure, not
yet introducecl, can be derived-. The measure referred to,
is letters correctry iclentified. and locarized in any cor-
rect position or conversely a correctry ind.icated. position
containingi any correct letter (p + I score). This measure,
theno includ-es p x r performance and a second component which
may or may not be a chance component, d.epending on the nature
of those p's and' i's, not P x rt that s has available while
rnaking his report. lf, for example, in the case of memory
span' those p's and i's, not p x rt are completely independ-
ent from each other, then the p + I compoltent not p x ll
should be derivable simply by chance or probability consider-
ations' on the other hand, íf p and i are jointry stored
but those pts and. i's, not p x f , occur because of ,reversars,
then, the p + r componerrt not p x r, will be consiclerabry
larger than expected. by chance.

Table 10 and Tabre rr contain the actual p + r
scores obtained. for each S, as well as a d.erived. p + I
score for memory span and masl.ing data. As is obvious from
these talcles, t'e ch-ance prediction of p + r is very
accurat'e' Afthough analysis of variance v/ere carried. out
on the two sets of data, it is likely that data of this
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nature d-oes not meet trre assumptions of such statisticar_
treatment. Trris is supported by the exLremely smarr_ p +

F's obtained. (F = 0.04; df = L, 5; anci F = 0.03; df : L,
for masking and memory span) -

From the above analysis, it can be concrucied. that
those pos and i's, not p x r ite.ms are processed indepeno.-
ently" The term processed. here is used judiciousry, since
there is no way of knowing whether this lack of correl-ation
between positions and retters not p x r, is a function of
the encod'ing process/ mernory storage itser-f , such as indep-
endent decay r ot some strategy by S.

t,

5¡



TABLE 10

MEAN P + I PERFORMANCE, EMPIRTCAL
AND DERTVED VALUES FOR

MASKING DATA

S1
s2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

30 msec " 60 msec. g0 msec. 120 msec.

0
1
1
0
1
I
I

90
13
IB
B2
57
33
16

EXPOSURE DURATION

derived

N = no" of responses = B

P, i, P x I represent means of 72

0
t
I
0
I
1
1

B5
1B
29
93
55
29
1B

1.33
2.13
r .54
r"49
2 "L2
2"88
1" 91

L "26
2 "15
1"60
L.45
2 .42
2"92
L "97

1" 93
2"78
2 "29
1" 93
2.75
3 "46
2 "52

N-PxI

I"87
2.7 B

2"40
2.13
2 "58
3"58
2 "56

trials uncorrected

2 "54 2 "47
2. BB 2 "86
2 "69 2 "7I
3 "29 2 "263"28 2"98
3"56 3"44
2"87 2"78

for guessing 
"

I\¡e
I
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TABLE IT

I..'TEAN P + 1 PERFORMAIVCE,

EMPTR]CAL AND DERIVED VALUES
FOR IqE¡4ORY SPAN DATA

Exposure Duration

30 msec. 60 msec. 90 msec.

actua] derived* actual derived actual derived

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

Mean

2 "5I
3 .53
2.36
3 .04
3.04
4.2L
a t1J.L¿

2 .62
{ h(l

2 .55
3 " 00

3"06
4.30
3 " l_9

2"6r
3.32
2.BT

3 " 0B

3 .43
3 "99
3.2L

3.07
3 .15
2.92
3"01
3"38
4 .06
3.26

2.92
3 "67
2.7 4
3.19
3.38
4.32
3.37

2"85
3.85
2.76
3.L7
3.31
4"46
3 .40

d.erived p+f =pxI+ (p-PxI) (i-pxI)

N t,X.L

N = number of

prirpxll

reSpOnSeS = B

represents means
for guessingi.

of 72 trials uncorrected



FREQUENT ABBREVIATTOTüS

S€lmulus Mat,eriaI

P x I cards
A matrix contai-nincr
randomly placed leËters,
fewer than the num-ber of
matrix cel-ls "

Taek

Pxltask
Reporting both the
identity and the matrix
position of l-etters"

Score

,P x I score
The nunber of c(-;!:-
rectly identifiest
letters in their
appropriate pos-
ition.

p score
The number of cor-
rect positions
indicated irrespect-
ive of identity in
P x I :task.

score
The number of cor-
rect letters repbr-
ted irrespective of
position in the
P x I task.

1

P + I score
Any correct l_etter
position. (Includes
P x f score).

re sent ed

XI task
P,eporting only letters
whenPxlcardsare
presented.

PX score
only position Number of positions

I cards are correctly reported.

Xf score
Number of letters
correctly reported"

PX task
Reporting
when P x

P cards
A matrix containing O's

P task
Reportíng position

P score
Number of positions
correctlv reported.

I cards
Regular array of
letters.

I tasJ.-

Reporting letters.
I score

Number of letters
correctly reported.



GENBRÄ.L DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present set of experimental
investigations v¿as to specify the characteristics of the
processi-ng of positional and id.entity information within
the sperring-type framework. To this end the performance
on positioning tasks was compared to performance on
ioentity tasks, und.er conditions presumably sensitive to
(a) iconic storag,e and decay, (b) rate of encoding, and
(c) capacity of short-term memory. I¡o:ieover, the nature
of interaction, between the processing of position and
id-entity information, vras traced .through the various stages
of information processing. The criterion for independence
was parity or rack of, between different iclentity (position)
performance measures as generatecl by (a) the task, where S
has 'to process both position and identity information, and
(b) the task where s v/as presented with, and. had. to report,
only one kind of information. In case there was a loss of
parity or lack of ind-e.pendence , for ei ther type of inf or_
mation" a third task was administered, namelyr prêsênting
both types of information, but respond.ing selectively to
one type of information. position or identity performance
in the third task helps to indicate, ât least to some d.eg.ree,
whether or not any interaction is rocated at the perceptual
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or response end of the stages of information processing,
present in any particular experiment. 

'-he 
resur_ts of the

independence aspect of the present set of investigations
are summarized in Table L2.

rn comparing position performance to ide'tity
performance in the probe technique, two results are
immed'iately apparent- These results are: (a) the rate
of decay of information in iconic storage is approximately
the same for locations and letters, and (b) position
performance is superior to id.entity performance, whii-e
this is not so for memory span clatan rvith the same stimur_us
materials. At first glance, the first result, namely,
identical decay rates for position and identity inforination,
appears to indicate that both position and identity facre
more or less as a unit, àT least in the case of p x r task.
However, it shourd be pointed out that position and
identity information could possibry decay along independent
(separate) lines " 

*

"This use of trre rvord indepenclence should not beconfused v¿ith i ndepend"rr"å as def ined by theperformance parity-criterion. T,jre former userefers ro wherher infor*ãiio' i; pr;;;Ë""¿ joinrlvor separately, the latter refers Lo ùÀãtrr.,
f::.":síng of tv¿o or rnore iypes of informationrnterfers witrr each other. Garner c rrrãrton (1969)dif f erentiate between tÀã=" two , ind.epend.ent,meaninqs of al"_word inaepenaent, as Ètate and.process independence respàctivefy.--- -eu
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TABLE 12

SUMPIARY OF

PARr'Y COMPA,RfSONS

d1 d2

Probe Technique

Masj<ing

Memory Span

dl =

^lQ2=

*N"S

**s

difference between different i-nstructionaltasks ì e.g., p - pX or i _xf
difference between different perceptualtasks t e.g. t pX _ p or Xf f
not sì_gníficant at p<.05 level_
significant at p<.05 l-evel-
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Thus ' it may welr be that the overalr- structure
of iconic storage is subject to distortion quite separate
from decay of the fine structural detait (id.entity) that
makes up the overall structure. Had it happened to be the
case, that the rates of decay v¿ere different for position
and identity information then iconic d.ecay arong separate
d.imensions would have been implicated.. The fact that rates
of decay are the same is not sufficient to neg,ate the
separate decay possibility"

À simir-ar note of caution rnust be voicecl about the
interpretation placed. on the finding that position perform_
ance is superior to iclentity performance und.er conditions
of partial report- This fact rvas used. to support the
hypothesis that positional i-nformation wourcl be more resist_
ant to decay than identity information, since the latter
information is clepenclent on f ine structural detail. That
is ' f ine structurar- d.etail can decay to the point where
iclentification is no longer possible, but leaving enough
i-nforma.t-ion to al_l_ow local_ization. Again, the possibility
exists that the pattern may be subject to d.ecay ancl distor-
tion independent, at r-east to some extent , of d.ecay of fine
structural detail' Thus, under some cond.itíons it may be
possible to obtain results that would, (a) clemonstrate
different rates of decay for position and id.entity inform_
ation' and (b) inferior t or superior , (or both), position
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perforrnance in comparison to id-entity performance. certainly,
thre present resul-ts suggiest a uniformly fading image where

all structural aspects fade concomitantly, but also suggest

that ídentity, ât any point of d.ecay¡ âs being ress specif*
iable than locations, since id.entification necessitates a

more definitive degree of structural detail in iconic
storage. However, further experimentation is necessary in
validating or iri.validating such an interpretation.

TLre above has concerned. it.self with comparing

position performance to identity performance und.er conditions
of partial report" To be considered. next, are the parity
comparisons between tasks within a type of information. such

conparisons clearry d.emonstrated. loss of paríty or the

existence of perceptuar interaction. rt sh.ould be noted,

that the nature of interaction was such, that. it detracted
from both posj-tion and identity performance, in the p x r
tasks ancl the PX and. xr tasks. That iso whenever both

types o-T. information were present in stimulus materials, it
d-etracted from s's positioning and id.entity performance,

irrespective of whether s had to process one or both types

of information, as compared to positioníng ancl id.entity
performance, when only one type of information was present

in stimul-us materia]s. Expressed in abbreviated terms,

there was a loss of parity between p - px tasks, between

I - XI taslcs, between P * p measures and between I - i
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measures, but not between i - xr measures and not betv¿een

p - Px measures. oy , there was a loss of parity between

tasks that v/ere perceptuarly d-ifferent but no l_oss of
parity between tasks that \^rere instructionalry d_ifferent,
thus arguing for perceptual interaction.

As was mentioned in the brief discussion following
the probe experiment, it was not feasible at that point, to
attribute the lack of perceptual independence to processes

in iconic storage, the encoding process ¡ ot short*term
memory process. rt can be expected, that although short-term
memory is part and parcel of the probe experimenLo its role
will- be minimal" .rn the probe experiment, ss response

consisted of three items which generally falls within the
capacity of memory span. ivtoreover, if loss of parity in the
probe experiment was due to short-term memory processes,

then both the data from the probe experiment and memory span

experj-ment should demonstrate a similar loss of parity. This
is not the case. rn the case of the probe data, there is
no loss of parity between the g - px and between i - xr
performance measures, while there Ís loss of parity between

those same measures in memory span data. rn short, the
perceptual interaction obtained in the probe data cannot

be attributed to tachistoscopic short-term memory process.

For reasons that v¡ill- be developed later, the perceptual
interaction obtained in the probe technique cannot be
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attributed to the encodíng process. This is so¡ d-espite

the fact that there is a similar loss of paríty in the

masking data.

Assuming that the locus of interacLion obtained

in the probe d.ata is vÍsual storage, its nature deserves

some comment" If í-conic storage is a relatively passive

process or an isomorphic representation of th-e stimulus

such as an afterimage, then it is clÍfficult to understand

why performance parity between the different tasks is not

the case. If, oû the oth-er hand., iconic storage is an

active, dynamic or constructive process' one possible

explanation suggests itself. It may well be that tlre more

complex the stimulus, the more cliffícult it is to maintain

information in visual storage t QY the more difficult it is

to maintain a visual image, It appears reasonable t'hat in

the present situation randomly positioned letters defínes a

more complex stimulus than either a similar patters of O's,

or a regular array of letters; Complexity, then, is defined

along strucLural lines.

The above mentioned possibility can be further

specified, by postulating an inverse relationship between

structural complexity, and either stability or clarity, of

iconic storage. With respect to the stability possibility,

one woulcl expect d.ifferent rates of iconic decay associated

with structural complexity. Llowever, Lh-e results revealed
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no interaction between type of task and delay of probe. or,
in other words, rate of information loss from iconic storage
is independent of whether one or two types of information is
present in visual storage. Thus, LL is unlikely that struct-
ural complexity is associaLecl with stability of iconic stor-
age. rt must be noted, however, that this possibility is
not completely ruled out, since at. the 0 msec. delay of
probe, the obtained data already refrects a large d.egree of
decay, in view of the fact that it may take up to 200 msec"

for I to process the probe [Eriksen & collins, 1969). rt
is possible that during this initial period of iconic d.ecay,

a Task x Delay of probe interaction e.xists. However, the
fact remains that the present data does not warrant the
supposition that stability or rate of iconic clecay, is
inversely related to structural complexity.

This leaves the alternate possibility, that of
clarity being inversely rerated to structural complexity.
For whatever reasons, the nore complex the stimulus, such as

a random colrection of letters as compared to a rand.om

collection of o's, the less crear the (d.ecaying) stimul_us

representation is in iconic storage, given brief stjmul_us

presentation of equal energy. such a conceptual-ization
should firsl- be subject to further empüical efforts of
validation or invalidation (i"e., threshord stud.y, probe

studies ¡ or perhaps one of the. d.irect measures of visual
storage suggested by Haber & StandÍng, Lg6g), before
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proceeding v/ith any speculatíon as to why a strucLuralry

more cornplex stimulus is assocíat.ed with a Lower d.egree of
clarity "

Another finding, in reference to the probe experi-

ment must be mentioned, namelyo the fact that th-ere was no

evidence for response interact.ion. That is, there v¿as no

loss of parity be.tween p score and. px performance or J¡etween

i score and XI performance. Or, in other words, S was as

capable at positioning [id.entification), irrespective of

whether or not he had to respond on one or two types of

information. The word response flâyn buL not necessariry

so, be taken to mean response to the contents of iconic

storage. This, of course, allud.es to the familiar problem

of the distinction between perceptual and response processes.

Vühen considering such sub-processes as iconic storage,

encoding and so on, this problem is further compricated."

However, the fact remains, that somewhere along the differ-

ent stages of information processing, S, when faced with

Èfi-e Xf or PX t,ask, has to respond on only one d.jmension.

Note that this does not necessarily ürply the encoding proc-

ess since it may well be possible that both types of inform-

ation are encoded., d"espite the fact thaL S has to report

only one type of information" The fact, of course, still

remains that there rüas rlo loss of parity between processing

both dimension of stímulus information and. selectively
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processing one dimension of stimulus information when

responding to the same (P x I) stimulus materials. Thus,

it appears that the response of ídentification and response

of posítioning are completely compatible when combined into

a P x ï response" Note that S has to respond on only three

items -- v¡ell within short-term memory capacity for p and i

scores " The response compatability present in the probe

data may not occur v¡hen the constraints of storage capacity

of short-tern memory 'i s an influence.

Given one assumption, then the fact that p score

and PX performance, or the i score and Xf performance r,vas

the same, indicates one other interesting possíbility"

The assumption referred to is, where the selection of the

rel-evant stimulus dimension takes place in the pX or ){I

tasl<. If it is assumed that the encoding process is capable

of selecting only one dimension from iconic storage, then

the fact that there is no loss of parity between the p and

PX measures, or between the i or XI measures ¡ implies that

position and iclentity information is encoded simultaneously

in the P x I tasl<" That is, if position and identity are

encoded serially in some fashion, i.e., one position, then

one l-etterr or vice versa, then the number of retrievaÌ¡l_e

positions and letters should be far less than in the task

where S must encode only one type of information, since

decay of icon leaves only a finite amount of time for encod-

j-ng to occur" This is not to impty that position or identity
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information, bf itself, is not encoded serially, nor is it

irnplied that position and identity information is encoded

joinLly. The simultaneous encoding of both tlzpes of informa-

tion will- be further considered in discussing the results of

the masl.ing procedures "

The above discussion has emphas ized the visual

persistence ¡ or tail-end, of visual storage" That is, the

probe technique is presumably sensitive to the process of

decay in iconic storage " However, the inforrnation in iconic

storage must be transferred to some short-term system. The

masicing procedures vTere performed to examine the information

transfer process, from visual or iconic storage to short-

term memory" Unlike the probe technique, the masking pro-

cedure vrill, to some extent, reflect or be sensitive to,

processes talcing place at the initiation of iconic storage "

The backward masking procedures reveal-ed, among

others, three important results" They are: (f) the rate

of encoding of positíonal information is significantly

different from the rate of encoding of identity information

as evidenced by a significant Type of information x Delay

of mask interaction (F : 3.51 i df = 3, 15; p>.05; ) (2) the

rate of encoding is approximately the same for the different

tasks , for a type of information (Tasl< x Delay of masl<;

F - 0.82¡ df = 6,30; p>'05)o and, (3) there is a loss of

parity between the different tasks, indicating some form of

i-nteraction.
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The fact that the rate of encoding is different
for the two types of stimulus information (al_so in p x r
task), suggests the possibirity that different mechanisms

are responsíb1e for the encoding of positional and identíty
information. The possibility that different mechanisms are
operating or responsible for noting position and identity
information is not too surprising in as much as position
and identítv are different types of information. The fact
that type of informat.ion is encoded at different rates not
only suggests that separate mechan'i sms are encodj_ng informa-
ti-on but that they also encod.e information separately. This
latter fact , of course r pos€s the problem of rrow s arrÍves
at a correct p x r response. That is " if position and ident-
ity are encoded separately, by separate mechanisms, in the
P x r task n then where in the several stages of information
processing, are these separate items of information matched
or integrated into proper p x r responses? At t.he present
stage ¡ aÐy further speculation should first involve a valid-
atíon of v¡hether or not position and identity informa-tion are
actually encoded. separately. once this fact has been confirmecl,
then, different models for the a.ttairunent of a correct p x r
response may be postulated.

As has been pointed out in the resul-ts and discussion
sectj-ons of Experiment 2, the processing of position and ident-
ity information, under masking conditions, demonstrates a mutual-

perceptual interaction as revealed by a loss of parity between
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performance on the PX and p tasks, as well as between the xr
and r tasl<s " since s's reports , under masJcing conditions in*
volve iconic storage, short-term memory as wel-t as the encoding

process, the locus of the intera-ction can be in any of these

sul:'-processes. If , holdever, the obtained perceptual interaction
is due to short-term memoryr a similar loss of parity could be

expected in memory span data. since the memory span data does

not demonstrate a l-oss of parity between the px ancl p tasks, nor
between the XI and I tasl<s, the obtaíned perceptual interaction
in the ma-sking study cannot be attributecl to short-term memory

processes 
"

The perceptual interaction obtained in the masl.ing

data is not of such a na'Lure where it affects the rate of
encoding of the different tasks" That is, the rate of encoding

of position information is the same in the p , or p x r tasks,
and is the same for the T, or xr tasks. (oelay of mask x Task;

F - 0"8.2; df = 6,30; p>.C5), The fact that the ratê of encod_

ing is independent of whether s must report one type of informa-
'L.ion, shifts the l-ocus of interaction or loss of parity to the
time it takes to encode the ínitial item(s), or rather, to when

after stimulus presentation the initial item(s) can be encoded.

once this has taken place, the informatj-on transfer from iconic
storage proceeds at the same rate for a type of information
irrespective of the tasjc (this includes i or p performance in
the P x r task, as well)" The ratter statements imply that
encoding is serial'or sequential in nature, but the sLatements
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are equally applicable, if encodi^g, within type of infor-
mation, is a parallel process 

"

one available interpretation of the above results,
fol-lows from the microgenetic approach the growth t or
development of a percept (e"g., Flavell & Dragnus, L957¡

Kaswan,1958; Kaswan & young, Lg63). There is ]ittle doubt

that an image has to be constructed or developed (".g",

Neisser, L967). presumably, a randomly arranged pattern of
different letters takes longer to dífferentiate into a clear
image t ot visually stored pattern, than either a pattern of
o's, or a regular array of l-etters" should the above inter-
pretation be correct, then s would have more available pro-

cessing time for the P I or l, tasks than the tasks where

P x I stimulus materials are presented.

Notwithstanding the validity of the microgenetic

interpretation, it does not account for the loss of parity

between the PX and p or Xr and ! performance measures, ot
between those tasks where p x r stimulus materials !\iere

presented to s. Again, the loss of parity is such where the

rate of encoding is independ.ent of the nature of the task,
wj-thin a type of Ínformation. one possibility, is that in
case of the xr and PX tasks, encodíng can sta::t as soon as

items establish themselves ín visual storage, whereas, in

the case of the P x I task, initiation of encoding may be

delayed unti-1 both the position and identity aspect of
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items are established. Note, such a possibility would not
reflect itserf in the probe d.ata, since it is sensitive to
decay, rather than initiation or iconic storage. Another
possibility for the loss of parity, between t.he pX and p
or xr ancl i measures, is the ad.ded task requirement of
respond.ing on eight items (as compared to three items in
the probe experiment), which may produce some interfering
effect on the i and p measures in the p >c ï task. rn any

case, it is clear that any interpretation which would. alter
the rate of encocling , for p or i measures, is unsuitable.
other than that, êny interpretation as to why the loss of
parity, between the pX and p or between the xr and. i
measures, amounts to littre more than speculation.

one other f inclÍ'g in the masking proced.ures, not
yet introduced, shourd. be given some consideration. There

was no overalr d.ifference Ín the positioning and id_entity
performance levels ( f = 0.2I; df = I,5; p>.05)" Given

th-e possibirity that the superior position performance, as

compared. to identity performance in the probe data, reflects
a differentiar sensitivity to iconic decay t or d.egradation

as discussed earlier, then the masking results can be viewed.

as support for the notion that masking by visual noise
ínterrupts tLre. re.ad.out process from iconic storage. For

instance, if backward masking degrad.es iconic storage, it
r¿oul-d be reasonable to expect th.at masking woulcl serve as
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a favourabte bias toward. position performance" That is,
degradation woul-d presumably affect fine structural detail
(id'entity) to a greater extent, than gross structural
detail (position). on th-e other hand., it has been pointed
out that decay in iconic storage might occur arong indep-
endent linesr âs far as position ancl identity is co4cernecl,
position decay being in partn a function of d.istortion of
pattern. since the patterns used in tlre probe and masking
studies are not strictly comparabre, any interpretations
as the above may not be warranted. Nevertheless, the data
can be so interpreted. as to support the i-nterruption or
erasure theory of the effect of backward. masking. such an

interpretation can perhaps be further varidated or invalid.-
ated. by generating masking curves und-er conditions which
crearly produce summation or degration such as a bright
flash of light for a mask (Eriksen , Lg66) , and a condition
with visual- noise as a mask, using stimulus materials with
two types of information (p x I cards) " Any differential
masking effects on the type of information can then be

determined by comparison across masking cond.itions.
The aforementionecl, has been concerned with the

results of the probe and masking d.ata. rnasmuch as infor-
mation is storecl in short-term meinory n whether d.ata is
g'enerated under conditions of partial report or masking,
melnory span data was cor-te.ctecl. The rnajor purpose of
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measuring the capacity of short-term memory vzas o (a) to
aid in the tracing or specification of the rocus of ind.ep-
endence between the processing of position and identity
i:rformaLion, and. (b) to determine to what extent capacity
of short*term memory is de.pendent on d.uration of visual
storage or rate. of encoding with tlr-e pr.sent type of
stimulus materials. T¡Iith respect to this rast objective
exposure duration was varied from 30 90 msec. Andr âs

has been mentioned earlier / exposure durat.ion d.ict not have

any significant effect on memory span for any of the perfor-
mance measures. Therefore, L-, is reasonable to conclude that
tachistoscopic memory span reflects a process not. sensitive
to the constraints of iconic storaqe or Íts decay and not
sensitive to the constraints of the encod.ing process 

"

with respect to determining whether or not posit-
ion and identity information was processed- indepenclently
under conditions emph-asizing tachistoscopic short-term
memory, parity comparisons vrere performed.. The anarysis
demonstrated. a loss of parity between the different tasks.
The loss of parity occurred between the p and px and arso,
between the i and xr performance measures, wkrire there was

no'loss of, parity between the pX and. p or between the Xr and.

r tasl<s. Thus, tlrere vrzas no ross of parity betv¡een tasks
reguiring response. on one. type of information despite
diffe-rence.s in sti:nulus materials and tlr-e.re was a loss of
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parity be.tween tasks requiring one or two d.imensional report
even though stiraulus materials were the same. l.Jote that
this is a comprete reversal of the parity loss found in the

probe d.at.a" There, the l-oss of parity v/as a function of
differeni stimul-us materials and not a function of whether

S had to report one or two types of informatÍon.

Before commenting on the possible nature of the

interaction obtaineo. in the memory span d.ata, it may be of
value to sLress the differences between the probe technique

and memory span procedure. First, the loss of parity, evid-
ent in the memory span experiment, is not present in the

d.ata derived frorn tire probe experi:nent, presumably because

in the latter, the d.emand on short-term memory is small

only three items per trial " On the other hand the inter-
action found in the probe experiment is absent in the mem*

ory span data, presumably because the process unclerlying

tachistoscopic memory span is not sensitive to the constra-
ints of (decaying) iconic storage as evidenced by a lack of
exposure duration effect on capacity of storage for all
performance measures.

The above discusses the differences between data

derived from the probe and. memory span experim-ents, possibly
accounting for tkre fact th-at interaction obtainecl in one

proced-ure will not occur in another procedure. Hoi¡¡ever, it
d.oes not account for th,e loss of parity found. in the memory
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span data. one explanation stems from the fac-' that the
PX or xr tasks t or the tasks rvhere s v¿as instructed to
selectively process one type of information, rvhen tv¡o

types of informatíon are present in ttre stimulus materials,
are functionally equivalent to tLre p or r tasks, where S

responcls to stimulus materials contaíning only one type of
information. presumably, the irrelevant stimulus d.imension

in the case of px or the xr Lasl<s no longer plays an

important role; that is, there is little or no storage
of the irnelevant stimulus di:lension in short-term memory

when s responds selectively to one. type of irnformat.ion, thus
making the PX ancl p r ox the xr and r tasks, equivalent.
Note that this is not the case for iconic storag,e r ot the
clata derived from procedure sensitive to iconic storage. on

the o'ther hand, the loss of parity obtained, in the memory

span datar âs revealed by the i - XI, and p - pX comparisons,
st.ems from the fact that both position and. id,entity has to
be stored in short-term memory, in Lhe case of the p x r
task" The nature of this interaction ís not clear. rn
ord.er to specify the nature of the interaction it would be

necessary to investigate such factors as; rs visual and

verbal short-term memory, joint or separate in nature?
what is the nature of reh-earsal for ¡:ositional information,
identity information, and so on? At present, it may be

concl-uded that wlren botLr- positional and id.e.ntity information
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must be stored in short-term memoryf not quite as many

items of either type of inf ormation are stored r âs \n/hen

only one type of information is stored in short-term
memory. rt is also clear that the nature of the interfer-
ence or interaction is quit.e unlike th_at derived from

iconic storage or for that matter, the encod.ing process.

one gene.ral comment must be mad.e in reference to
the findings of interaction. Even though there is a loss
of parity involve.d in the dif f erent e.xperímental results,
it must be emphasized Lhat this ross of parity is small.
obviously, interference or interaction is not an all-or-
none affair, but a matter of degree. rn case of the
encociing and rLremory span data, loss of pari.ty amounts to
loss of \ an itemt oy less. This, then, ind.icates that the
simultaneous processing of the two Lypes of information,
position and iclentíty, is to a very large extent, compatible
or independent. This is so, despite the fact that s, in the
P x r task, must not onry process positions and identities,
but also, is required to process a specific relationship
between a particul-ar position and. id.entity. rn fact, it
may well be this additional requirement that is responsible
for the interaction, or loss of parity, in the memory span

data.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Tachistoscopic studies concerned with the infor-

rnation processing approach to perception have generally

used alpha-numeric stj:nulus materials. The criterion of
information processed is usually some measure of ss capac-

ity or ability to identify. othr-er cljmension of stimulus
ínformation have received little attention. Three experi-
ments v¡ere performed- which compared tLr-e processing of
2-dimensional location or posití-on information to the
processing of identity information. The experj:nents invol-
ved were; (a) the probe technique, where iconic d,ecay rvas

studied, (b) masking procedures, where rates of information
transfer or encoding, was investigated., ancl (c) iachisto-

scopic short-term memoryr where memory span and the effect
of exposure duration, v/as examined. rn adclitiono each

experíment was so d,esigned as to allow determination of

whether or not position and id.entity information is pro-

cessed independently" rndependence or laci< of it v¡as deter*

mined, by the parity criterion between three types of tasks,

involving (a) processing of both types of information, when

both were present in stimulus materials (letters randomly

positione.d i¡r a grid), (b) se.lective.ly processing one

type of information wh-en both types of information were
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present in stimulus materials, and (c) processing one

type of information when only one type of ínformation was

present in stimulus materials (e-g-, grid containing

randomly placed O'so or reg'u1ar array of letters) .

The probe experíment d.emonstrated comparable

rates of decay for positional and. id.entity information.

However, positi.onal inf ormation gained more benef it f rom

procedure of partial report than did id.entity information.

The possibility that fine structural detail (identity) is

more sensitive to iconic decay than is overal-l structure
(position) ivas d-iscussed in reference to superior position

performance. Sts reports or scores revealed a l-oss of

parity or interaction between tasks which involved j-conic

storage of two types of information, and. storage of one

type of information. There was no loss oî. parity between

position or identity performance when both had to be pro-

cessed simultaneously or when they \,\iere processed select-

ively, in response to the same stimulus mat,erials. The

interaction was attributed. to an inverse relationship

between structural complexity of stirnulus and clarity
of the (decaying) icon.

The rnain findings of the backward masking exper-

jment are; (a) diffe.re.nL rates of encoding of position

and. ide.ntity information, (b) approximately equal per-

formance leve.l.s of position and identit.y information,
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a loss of parity between three different types of
tasks, and (d) rates of encoding for position and ident-
ity information inde.pendent of the. nature of the task.
The resurts were interpreted, or possible i¡rt.erpret.at.ions

were suggested: involving an appeal to the microgenetic
point of vi.ew; an interruption theory of masking; and, the
possibility of d.ifferent encoding mechanisms for posit.ion

and identity information.

The results of the. experíment on short-t.erm

memory, demonsLrated that: (a) duration of exposure trad

no effect on tachistoscopic memory span for any of the

various performance measures; and (b) that there was a

loss of parity between those tasks where s had to report
only one type of information, and. the taslç where S had

to report both position and identity information. The

fact that the nature of interaction was different from the

probe technique and. the fact that duration of exposure was

not an irnportant variable was interpreted to mean that the

two procedures (memory span, and probe technique) reflectecl
di fferent underlying processes or mechanisms., lending

further validity to the probe methodology.

Finally, the fact that loss of parity or inter-
action ef f ects vzere small, rzas consid.ered . The possibility
was raisecl that the interaction effects, at l-east in the

case of tlle masking and. memory sparlr procedures, may be due
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to the fact that in the -uâsk requiring processing of both

types of information invorved. the additional procedure of
processing a specific relationship between position and

ide.ntity.

The methodological approach of the present set
of empirical investigations deserves some comment regarcling
its usefulness. First, the empirical results have vatidated
Garner & Ir[ort.en' s (L969 ) statement that the emphasis of the

'independ.ence nethod.ologyo should consist of a search for
interaction" certainry, the interpretations and future
validation or invalidation, of the interpretations of the
nature of interaction as indicated by the present results,
leads to a further description of the several stages of
information processing" The second point concerns the
fact that investigations within the information processing

approach should be extended to murtiple types of informa-
tion. comparative evaruation of t,he processing of different
types of j-nformation under identicar or nearly id.entical
experìmental conclitions can lead to further insights into
the nature of the various processing mechanisms.
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Sblmuluø Mat,er*eI

P N I earde
A matrix containing
randomly placed letters 'fewer than the number of
matrix cells.

Taek

Pxltaek
Reporting both the
identity and the matrix
position of letters"

Seere

P x ï scor@

The nunber of etr*
rect.ly identifie€
let.ters in their
appropriate pos-
ition.

P Score
The núnber of cor-
recÈ posit.ions
indicated irrespect-
ive of idenLity in
P x I task"

r_ score
The number of cor-
rect letters repor-
ted irrespective of
position in the
P K I t,ask"

P + I score
Any correct letter
poeÉiË,íon" (Includes
P x I score)"

PX task
Reporting onl-y position
whenPxfcardsare
presented

PX score
Number of positions
correctly reported"

XI task
Reporting only letters
whenPxlcardsare
presented 

"

XI score
Nurnber of letters
correctly reported.

P cards
A matrix containing O's

P task
Reporting position.

P seore
Number of positions
correctl reported "

I task
Reporting letters.

I scoreI cards
lar array ofRegular

letters.
Number of letters
correctly reported"
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APPENDIX A

LTST OF P x T STIMULUS TyIATERIALS USED
ÏN PROBE EXPERIMENT

Note each sti¡nuIus card has been coded as below.

Cell 1 CeII 2

-1 0 5.''

CelI 3

T 2

3 4

5 6

7 I



CARÐ

1

2

3

4

5

6

7,'

I
9

10

Cel]. 1
L23456?8

VJ

GPT

aDz
SRP

i'ifK
L?34 56zA

JTB

..N D

FBT

ïrrPX

VRT

L23456?8
stz

KRF

N wf
MT'T J

TGF
L23t+56?8

SPACE.S

Cell 2
r23t+56.?8

GP H

FZT

LKX

VHIü
lüx

L23+56?B
QGD

MYK

Ðc 0

D H T,'I
1.

BV N

r234 56ZA
0 sF

VNI{

HD M

T\I J

JTB
L234s6za

-I06-

CoIL 3L23t+56?8

aDZ
DC 0

öLZ

TG N

JÏB
L234 56ZA
ZN K

TGF

VLG

BV ¡I

l.:Þ rt¡¡

L23t+56?B

XY Z

S NK

FR "T

P JC

u
L2

13

T4

u
S Þ D-

t?3456?S
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t6

t7

18

t9
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CoIL I
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XÏ Z
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STTMULUS MATRTX
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Subj ect

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE ON THE PROBE TECHNTQUE AS A FUNCTION
OF LEFT, RIGHT AND MIDDLE MÄTRICES FOR THE

VARTOUS POSITION TASKS

S1
S2
S3
S4

.s5
S6

S1
S2
s3
S4
s5
S6

S1
:s2
S3
S4
S5
S6

0 msec.

2.07 2.76 2.26
2.38 2.74 2.3L
L.49 2.78 1.69
1.61 2.78 2.2I
L.20 2.44 L.27
2.66 2.80 2.40

Delay of Probe

2 "04 2.80 2.L2
2.42 2.96 2.57
L.94 2.83 l. 58
1. 17 2.99 2.26
1.00 2.57 L.49
2.49 2.27 2.42

I
2
:r-

0
I
2

ioo *=.".
81 2.85 l.81
47 2.59 2.3L
69 2.7 6 t.iZ
93 2.72 I.94
69 2.68 1.33
35 2.32 2.3L

L.97 2
2.61 2
2.L4 2
1.78 2
1.78 2
2.93 2

L.49 2.83 1. 89
2.26 2.87 2.53
1.37 2.78 2.04
L.24 2.66 r.37
1.30 2.64 1.40
2.62 2.81 2"35

250 msec.

1.30 2
2.09 2
L.52 2
0.75 2
l.6I 2
2.04 2

83 2
91 2
872
9s2
89 r
952

26
76
I4
24
86
6B

6B 1. B1
B5 2.09
3B I.52
B5 I.46
64 t.24
8r 2.L7

2.L7 2
2.BL 2
2.07 2
1.58 2
L.1B 2
2.83 2

I
I
1
I
1
2

272
86 2
492
L42
BI 2
35 2

450 msec.

l.
1.
l.
0.
1.
2.

80 2
85 2
85 2
872
93 1
932

27 3.00 1
61 2.93 I
20 2.53 I
7L 2.64 I
5s 2.5L I
04 2.8L 2

BI 1
782
59 1
81 l_

68 I
B0 2

09
74
09
L2
69
53

97
T7
75
49
33
L2

t
2
I
0
2
2

7B
63
20
27
I7
04

86 2
40 2
75 2
78 2
022
642

L.24 2
1.86 2
1.33 2
0.96 2
L.49 2
2.2L 2

700 msec.

1.30 2
2 .47 ,2
I "94 ,2

0.75'2
1.86 2
2.24 2

B0 2
89 2
B0 1
85 I
93 1
89 2

70 r
B0 2
53 r
62 I
74 I
B0 I

Task

07 L.20 2
59 2.3r 2
9t 1.07 2
49 0.67 2
64 2.09 2
42 2.33 2

38 I
76 1
510
620
64 1
66 1

52
02
61
10
37
BI

-110-

03
83
7L
96
07
99

1.
2"
1"
0.
2"
2.

372
B0 2
672
39 2
172
262

66 I
962
89 I
62 1
85 I
85 t

72 I
80 r
85 1
7'0 1
6'g 1
91- 2

R

33
31
49
07
I7
94

61
64i
97
10 PX
L7
02

r.03 2.80 1
2 .64 2 ..BL I
2-I7 2.98 2
0.59 2.5L 1
2.33 2.8I I
L.99 2.BL 2

T4
81
02
49
33
02

P



Subj ect

TABLE 2

PERFORMANCE ON THE PROBE TECHNIQUE AS A FUNCTTON
OF LEFT, MIDDLE AND RIGHT MATRTCES FOR THE

VARTOUS LETTER INDENTIFICATION TASKS

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

S1
s2
S3
S4
S5
S6

S1
s2
S3
S4
S5
S6

0
1
1
1
0
2

O msec "

82 2.28 r.26
62 2.69 2.04
13 2.56 1. 04
30 2.79 2.04
77 2 .33 I.02
43 2.86 2.45

0.82 2.s6 I.49
1.36 2.76 2.24
1.11 2.60 1.08
1.60 2.80 L.82
0. BB 2.4L I.24
2.43 2.82 2.33

0.86 2.39 0.91
L.47 2.7 6 2.3I
0.93 2.54 r.2r
0.84 2.69 L"76
0.95 2.4L 1.06
2.24 2.82 2 "16

l-00 msec.

Delay of Probe

0. 84 2.20 I
2.L2 2;95 2
L.L2 2.86 1
l.BB 2.95 2
0.84 2.87 I
2 "80 3.00 2

0
I
1
0
0
2

732
2L2
022
BB 2
642
242

0"57 2
1.04 2
0.'84 2
0"82 2
I"24 2
2.02 2

200 msec.

10 1
672
52 1
60 I
430
95 I

L7
65
34
16
15
B6

29 0.91
62 1"57
5B 1.13
78 1.08
45 0.88
B6 1.98

15
04
34
BO
B6
98

0.54 2
L.74 2
I.24 1
I.2L 2
0"73 2
2"64 2

0
I
I
0

-l-

2

450 msec"

522
132
062
B0 2
11 2
022

0.75 2.4L 0
1.19 2.64 1
0.59 2.43 o
0.59 2.62 I
0"88 2.33 1
1.86 2.73 2

33 0
952
870
932
73 I
9s2

45 1
76 1
56 I
82 I
330
82 I

93 0.43 2.33 0. 66
60 L.72 2.93 2.35
93 1.02 2.87 0.97
28 0.75 2.89 1.84
0B 1.30 2.82 L.2L
35 2.4I 2.96 2.35

OB

72
02
19
73
92

700 msec"

97
54
BB
34
11
18

0"59 2
1.19 2
0.93 2
0"37 2
1.15 2
I.92 2

0.s4 1
L.B2 2
0.84 2
0.68 2
0 "97 2
2.LB 2

35 0
65r
31 0
50 I
22 I
89 2

7 6',, O

67 ,I
430
60 I
58 1
622

Task

66
30
B4
32
00
06

0
1
I
0
I
2

-111-

03
82
B6
28
00
16

36 2.20 0.64
45 2.98 L.92
04 2 "7L 0.97
50 2.86 I.66
04 2.67 1.19
4L 2.87 2.24

0.29 I.74 0
2¡L6 2"78 I
0.70 2"56 0
0.57 2 "69 I1"02 2.52 0
2.18 2 "86 2

l_

10
É3
q0
5l
59
33

o.36 2"04 0.43
2 "22 2 "87 0.84
0.91 2.7L 0"77
0 .77 2 .7 B 2.00
1.11 2"62 I"02
2.37 3.00 2.20

XI

T



TABLE 3

PERFOzu4ANCE ON THE PROBE-TECHNÏQUE AS A

FUNCTION OF LEFT, MIDDLE, AND RIGHT,

MATRTCES FOR THE PXT TASK

Subj ect Delay of Probe (msec. ) Matrix

100" 250 450 700

SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

S1
S2
s3
S4
S5
S6

0.68
I.2L
0.79
0.96
0 .64
2.20

0.70
1.30
0.68
0.,50
0.86
1.7 0

0.41
0.82
0.66
0. s9
0.98
1. 63

0.68
0.7 5
0.59
0.50
0.7L
r. 34

0.39
1.45
0.61'
0. 50
0.77
L.7I

2.L6
2 .50
2 .45
2 .45
1.89
2"70

2.LB
2 "59
2 .39
2 .39
2.23
2 "54

2 .04
2.54
2.2r
2 .63
2.23
2 .57

2.28
2 .54
a a]z. z,J-

2.25
2 .04
2 .66

L .57
2 .50
2.2L
2.34
2.29
2.36

Left,

Middle

Right

1.05
1.70
0.75
1.6r
0.68
I. B6

0.80
r.93
0.9s
L.23
0.70
1.89

0.77
T.2I
0.98
0.73
0.73
1.7s

0.80
0.93
0 .82
0.96
0 .57
L.77

0.30
r. 14
0.5s
0.68
0.50
1.7 0
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APPENDIX C

PROBE DATA AS A FUNCTTON OF-
SUBJECTS, TASKS, AND

---DELAY OF PROBE
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IABLE 1

MEAN PERFORMANCE ON. PROBE TECHNIQUE
FOR THE DIFFERENT POSTTTON TASKS

Subj ect Delay of Probe (msec " ) Task

100 250 450 700 Memory-Span
SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

SI
Ð¿
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

sl-
S2
S3
s4
s5
S6

Mean

7 .09
7 .42
5.96
6 .60
4.92
7 .85
6 .64

6 .46
7 .36
6.L7
5.59
5.70
6.98
6.38

5.7 B

7 .04
5.41
5 " 06
5.48
7 .02
5 .97

6. 05
6 "L7
4 .94
4 .6L
5.23
6 .90
5.6s

4.7L 3.38
7 .06 4.97
5.16 2.97
4.33 2.92
5.57 4.L9
6.89 5.33
5.62 3.96

tf

6 ,96
7 ,96
6.35
6.32
5.06
7.78
6"74

6.2r
7 ,67
6.18
5.26
5.33
7.79
6.4r

6.05
6. B0
5.83
5"44
5.82
7 .27
6.20

5.45
6 .67
5 .47
4 .68
5.59
6 "82
5.78

5 .69 4 .L6
7 "23 4,82
6.48 4.3L
4.L9 3.2s
6. 01 4.L9
7.I9 5.33
6.13 4.35

PX

7 ,06
B.28
7 .16
6 "96
6.53
8.55
7 .42

7 .06
8.40
7 .0r
6 .57
6 .40
8.29
7 .29

6.72
7.89
6 .46
tr 1a
J.J-¿

6.58
7 .95
6"79

5.19
7 .58
5.45
4.35
6.L2
7 .L2
5 .97

4.97 3 " 51
7 .26 4.09
7.L7 3.36
4"59 3.63
6.48 4.97
6.82 5.36
6 "2L 4.15

P
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TABLE 2

MEAN PERFORMANCE ON PROBE TECHNTQUE
IDENTITY INFORMATION

Subj ect Delay of Probe (msec. ) Task

100 250 450 700 Memory-Span
S1
s2
S3
S4
S5
S6

IvIean

s1
S2
S3
S4
s5
S6

.Mean

S1
s2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

4.39
6.35
4.73
6 .13
4.L2
7.73
5.58

4.L6
6. s5
4 .69
5.29
4 .43
7 .2L
5.39

3.77
5.32
4 .55
4 .68
5 .57
6.86
4"94

4 "L3
5.37
3.90
4.55
4 .32
6.77
4.84

2.33 4.13
6.31 4.97
4.13 3. 88
4.56 4.39
4 .55 4 .24
6.95 5. sB
4.BL 4.56

a

4 .87
6.37
4.79
5.68
4.53
7.58 '

s.64

3.98
5.92
4 ,88
5.28
3.93
7 .L6
5.19

4.05
5.61
4 .64
4. B1
4.L7
6.76
5. 01

3.60
5.15
4. 0B
4.39
4.36
6.87
4.7 4

2.L2 3 .7 9
6.37 5.36
4 .07 4 .22
4.77 4.39
4.L3 4.4L
7.37 6.36
4.80 4.76

XI

4.2L
7.72
5.32
6.99
4.86
B .66
6 "29

3. B1
7 .28
5.04
6 .42
4.54
8.16
5.87

3 .42
7.00
4 .87
5 .48
5.33
7.73
5.64

3.19
6.35
4.72
5. 01
4 .90
7 .52
5.28

2. 83 3 .32
5.94 5.58
4.39 4.47
5.56 5.20
4.74 4.9L
7 .57 6.57
5.17 5. 01
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TABLE 3

MEAN PERFOzu4ANCE ON
PROBE TECHNIQUE ON P x

THE
I TASK

SUBJECTS DELAY OF PROBE

O msec. 100 msec. 250 msec. 450 msec. 700 msec" Memory
SPan

S1
S2
S3
s4
S5
S6

Mean

389
54r
400
504
338
677
475

368
582
402
4L3
379
613
459

320
457
386
395
395
611
427

377
42L
363
37I
332
573
406

227
509
338
352
357
573
393

248
32r
230
289
293
405
298
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON PROBE DATA
INCLUDING MEMORY-SPAN PERFOR¡4ANCE

AS A SIXTH LEVEL OF. THE PROBE DELAY
VARÏ^¿\BLE
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON PROBE DATA TNCLUDING
MEMORY-SPAN PERFOR¡4ANCE AS A SIXTH

LEVEL OF THE PROBE DELAY VARÏABLE

Source of Variance df Mean Square F

Delay of Probe (B) 5 15.96 17.39*

(c) 2

Subj ects (A) s

Task

Type of Infor- (D) 1
mation

31.86

4.84

37.53

0"92

0 "52

s"64

0.28

0.2L

0.32

0.2L

0.22

0.22

9.31

6.77*

1 aî
A o JJ

I.37

1. 01

AB

AC

AD

BC

BD

CD

ABC

ABD

ACD

PCD

ABCD

25

10

5

10

5

50

25

10

10

50

4.82 14.90*

2 0.29

ne (. os
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APPENDÏX E

.LTST Oq P, x I STIMULUS MATERIALS
USED IN THE MASKTNG AND

MEMORY SPAN EXPERTMENTS

Note each sLimulus card has been coded as below.

CODE

-119-

I 2 3 4. 5 .6

1 I 9, 10 11 ' I2

t3 L4 15 16 L7 18

l_9 2-0 2T 22 23 24



CARD SPAC]IS
l2 )Lt, 5 6 7 B 910 LL ].zL3LI+15L6L? 18 19 20 2L22 ?3 2)+

1 L Z PR Y J G A

2 }f R N TY HL. A

3 ií. IE R G L Z P

I+ rZ C P v T D K.

5 S J R ZYT YL A

L23456?8g 10 11 r?L3]:t+L5L6L? 1819 20?J2223?]+

6 rc L i{ z B r E

? Aô Ð V S ir,r ;t C

BSPXVLT/¡ZC

9 ilB D 0 H F F V 't¡J

10 ÎQ D F tf TI B

-1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 I g ro rt L2 L3 L+ L5 t6 1? 18 L9 ZO 2L 22 23 2t+

Lt FD Tf A E G Z L

lz P v Bg D i,j H F

L3 FI'f I^i f H L B
.LI' G A M F H .Z E r -

L5 ä S D FG O K J,f

i 2 3 t+ 5 6 ? I g 10 rL 12 L3'J]+ L5 L6 t7 L8 19 20 2L 22 23 2Lþ
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CÀRD SPÀCBS
L 2 3 t+ S ø 7 e 9 10 rL I? L3 L+ t5 L6 L7 18 1g 20 2r 22 23 zLt

16X VA L F R D M

L7T R H G D S L F

18 ],N T }I E A D O

Lg P T S Z' C VKD
20 RB T T K H T,.i C

Lz jLþ 56?8910 1rLzL3ruLS]-:6 rZ 18r? ?ozLzzzjz]+
21 R K X B I.i Y H Z

22î B G T N K ],i I
23 SC FG R B i.r v

24 K M E cT¡iIN J

25 LX N O. 1 J V P

r 2 3 4 S ø ? 8 9 10 11 t2 t3 L4 15 16 L7 i8 19 20 zL 22 23 2+

Z6¿ GW ì,f L X J N

zT R s E ' ,, J x r B

28N I( JZ E Ï P R

29 CVT*'/ü f A N p

30 FG 0 I Ð.: B E T

L.2 3 4 5 6 7 B g 10 11 12 L3 14 t5 ß L? 18 19 20 2L 2? 23 2t_þ

3L hI x T::c i,f 0. -.g 
B

3? D O TB FE G T

33c Y .T tf s w x a

}+ PT D B N H J G

35 I T I,\r s J P B N

, r 2 3 4 5 6 ? A g 10 rL t2L3 t+ 15 L6 L7 18 Ig 20 ä. 22 23 zIt 
.

-LzL-



CARD SPACES
L 2 3 I+ 5 6 7 8 g 10 11 L2 L3 tLr- L5 L6 L7 18 1g 20 ?L 22 23 2t+

36 E X c N .J T A I
37 D}'IT V A G C P I
re J H C E X A }iÎ
39NEZX.I\IDST
40 I-T¡ID 1 X N E S

r 2 3 t+ 5 6 7 I g 10 Lr L2 t3 t4 L5 L6 r? 18 19 20 2-r 22 23 2Lþ

LIÃ C JP A O Ï Z D

42 EV J C T s N A

43 r J slf c EV Q,"i

t+4 v z L x c N w s

Lþ5 T Z c A a JD T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g ro'+ t2 L3 Lt+ V t6 r? L8 Lg 20 2L 22 23 2t+

+6 F zL K ,R D s c

t+r s L DC F x z r,{

48 c RQKV t i,f

49 L }f A K B PR s

50 O KA w T H ï J.

L 2 3 + 5 6 ? B g 10 11 12 13 w L5 t6 t7 18 19 20 2L 22 23 2+

5L X 1 E8 Ï K A H

52 T- PK y Z O F E

53 N K S J F L RE

'V Ï Ä

55 H N B A TG' TL
r234SA7Bg 1011 rzL3LLþl5L6r? 18 19 202:,22232t+

-L22--,,

,-'4'



Él 7try)o !\L

57 IPF
frBRLP
59 A I'i F

6o QV F H

C.A,RD SPACES
L2.34 5 67I g 10 11 tZL3 Jl+L5L6t? 18 19 20 2L2223 2]+

ET SC
r{TBoJ

t'1XKQ
SHOV G

].f SX G

123+ 5 67 B g 10 LL L2r3JJ+L5L6L? IB 19 20 21 222j.;21+
/.¡OJ. YHBRT
6ZAJP

63 PB I E

6+ i,W V

65 J E pz r
L 2 3 + 5 6 7 B g1o 11 12 r31¿l 15 L6 L718 gg 20 21 22 23 24

66 w . T F N G K E X

67 sC ' W f R F X H

æ V C Y NR P G J

6g AXD S c - R H Ï
?o Y;i {_ ''-R B c I i,l

r z 3 Lt 5 6 ? 8 g 10 11 t? 13 r+ t5 L6 L7 18 19 20 2L 22 23 21þ

J N YVA Ri{
PDJN,4. DVr¡¡! /\ L

12345e ?Bg 1011 r2L3Lt+L5L6L7 18 1g 202L22232t+

-I23-:

VD

KP I{

b V KF

LNK !-

A J}i

vcG

7L

72



APPENDIX F

MASKÏNG DATA AS A FUNCTTON
OF SUBJECTS, TASKS, AND

DELAY OF MASK

-124-



TABLE 1

MEAN PERFORMANCE ON MASKING PROCEDURES: POSITTON TASKS

Subj ects De1ay of Mask Task

30 msec. 6 0' msec . 90 msec. 120 msec. Memorv span
S1
S2
S3
s4
S5
S6

Mean

0.00
0 .52
0"73
0.16
r.49
1.07
0.66

0.61
2.2L
0.90
0.58
2.47
2 .98
1.63

1.93
3.20
2 .52
2.16
2"72
3.90
2.7 4

2.98
3.10
3.10
2.47
3.77
a oo

3 "22

3.22
3.4L
3.38
3.27
3. 98
4.62
3. 65

3

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

0.00
L .07
0. s5
0.00
0.70
L"46
0.63

0.82
2 "26
2 "14
0.34
2 .49
3.75
r .97

2.69
3 .4L
2.7 4
L.7L
3 .54
4.22
3. 05

3.63
4.58
3.24
2.64
3.70
4.25
3 .67

a A')

4.29
3"54
3.03
3. Bt
5. 06
3.86

PX

sl_
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

0 .16
1.95
1.13
0.16
I.7 4
2.15
t.2r

0.28
3.05
, ?o
0.79
2.BI
3 .69
2.L7

1.9s
4.20
? ao
J¡JO

2.49
3.94
4 .69
3 .44

3.20
a o?

3.68
2 .67
3.77
4 .69
3 .64

3.61
4.39
L"1
3.63
4.4L
5. r3
4.25

-L25-



TABLE 2

MEAN PERFOR}IANCE ON MASKING PROCEDURES: IDENTIFTCATION TASKS

Subj ects Delay of Mask Task

3 0 msec. 60 msec. 90 msec" 120 msec. Memory span

S}
S2
S3
S4
s5
S6

Mean

0.00
0.00
0.82
0.00
0.58
0.40
0.30

0.61
2.35
1.69
0.73
2.7 6
4.0r
2 .02

0.82
3 .34
z-Jz
2.32
3.05
4.37
2.7 0

2 "34
3.L7
2.89
2.L6
? )Á"

4 .54
3.06

L. 82
3.90
3"36
3.63
3.54
4.68
3"49

l_

S1
c?
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

0.00
. 0.55

0.96
0.00
1.18
1.41
0.68

0 .46
t '1 tr
J ¡ JJ

2.64
1.63
3.05
3 .47
2 .40

1.30
3.75
3.03
2 "98
3.68
4.27
3.17

L.7L
4.20
3.70
3 .45
3.94
4.7 4
3"62

2."47
4.72
3.68
4.50
4.24
5 .44
4.L7

XI

S1
S2
s3.
S4
s5
S6

Mean

0.00
1.33
0.84
0.00
1.05
L.23
0"74

0 .67
2.89
2.98
2.49
2 .98
4 .6L
2.77

1. 05
4.L2
3.20
3.74
3.80
4 .97
3.65

2.LL
4.12
3.86
3.63
3.50
5 .47
3.78

2 "L9
4.94
3. B6
4 .62
4.33
6.L2
4. J4 ,.¡

-t26-



TABLE 3

PxIPERFORMANCEUNDER
MASKING CONDITTONS

Subj ects Delay of Mask

0 msec. 60 msec. 90 msec. L20 msec. Memory span

sI 0.07 0,75 1.35 2.06 2.53s2 1. 07 2.46 3 .18 2.gO 3 " 44s3 1.33 2. 03 2.50 2.7 6 3.18s4 0.10 0.50 1.38 2.35 2.94s5 1.35. 1..96 2.58 2.78 3.40s6 1.85 2.50 3.07 3.42 3.44Mean 0.96 L.70 2.34 2.7L 3.16

-I27 -



APPENDIX

¡4EMORY SPAN DATA AS A
FUNCTION OF SUBJECTS,

TASKS, AND EXPOSURE
DURJ\TION
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IABLE 1

PERFORYiANCE ON MEMORY-SPAN TASKS

Exposure Duration

30 msec. 60 msec" 90 msec. 30 msec. 60 msec. 90 msec.

Tasks Position Scores Subj ects r.dentity Scores Tasks

P T

XÏPX

3.38
3.86
2"79
3. r_0
3.36
4.72
3.53

3.22
3 .4L
3.38
3.27
3.98
4 .62
3.65

3.29
4"18
2.86
3"47
3.83
4.86
3.75

S1
s2
c?

S4
c(
S6

Mean

bJ-
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

L.7 9
4 .68
t oo
'> 

^E
) )A

5.06
a EtJ . JJ

L.82
3.90
3.36
3.63
3.54
4 .68
3 .49

2 .59
5.06
3 .45
3..42
3.68
5.27
3.91

3.59
4 .66
3.68
3 "22
4.27
5"46
4.14

) /1')

4.29
3"54
3.03
? olJ. OI

s.06
3.86

4"50
4.88
3.59
3.50
3.70
4.76
4.15

2 .06
5. 5l_
? oo
A )')
? ¡ JJ

4.L4
5"91
4.30

2 .47
L '7)
3.68
4 .50
4.24
5"44
4.L7

2 .96
5.7L
3.77
4 .39
d..94
s.59
4.s6

P

4.29
4 .03
3 .4s
3 .43
? 't"

5.25
3 " 93

3.61
4 .39
4.31
J. OJ
L Á.1

5.13
4 "25

4 "22
4 .52
3.59
? o'lJ. OI

3"74
5.34
4.16

S1
S2

-s4
S5
S6

Mean

2.LL
4 .96
3 .66
4 .20
3. 86
6. 05
4.14

2.L9
4.94
3.86
4.62
/1 a')

6.L2
4.34

2"08
J.J!J

3.72
^ 

4.1

4 .05
6.4r
4.34
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TABLE 2

P x I PERFOR},IANCE ON B-TTEM STIMULUS MATERIALS
MEMORY-SPAN PROCEDURE

Subj ects Exposure Duration

30 msec. 60 msec. 90 msec.

SI
s2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Mean

L.7 B

2.LL
1.54, t.BB

2 .00
2.46

2 "L9
"'z .26

3 .51
2 "33

2.LB
2 .6L
L"72
)L)
2"43
3 .69
2 "5L

2 .0L
I Êt

3.19
2.26
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